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REPORT 
OF THE 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
to the 19th National Congress 
of the Communist Party 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The period covered by this report of the Executive Committee is from~ 
December, 1945, to November, 1946. 
The 18th Party Congress drew attention to the strength of Tory· 
resistance, and gave warning of the serious consequences for the British 
people if there were a retreat from the programme on which the Govern-·-
ment was returned to office. , · 
The outstanding feature of this period has been the continuation of-
this retreat on vital issue of domestic and foreign policy. This is facing~ 
the country with serious economic dangers, and with a threat to the-· 
conception of international co-operation, and the building of a United~ 
Nations Organisation, upon which future world peace depends . 
• Our Part)'? can be proud of the work it has been carrying out, in; 
accordance with the decisions of the 18th Party Congress, to rouse the 
working-class movement to an understanding of the need to rally pressure 
upon ~he Government to carry· through the programme for which it was 
elected. 
We thank all comrades for the work that they have carried out during 
this period, and pay tribute to the services rendered by the comrades from 
the Forces who are now demobilised and making their contribution to the 
work of many of our Branches. 
We are confident that the decisions of the 19th Party Congress will 
assist us to increase the understanding J:yy large sections of the Labour 
movement of the correctness of our analysis and to win active support 
for ·our proposals for a policy in the interests of the British people. 
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2. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
In accorda11ce with the statement made at the last Party Congress, 
steps were taken to strengthen .the Executive Committee by co-opting six 
comrades working in industry, based on proposals from some of the larger 
District Committees. 
The central task placed before the Party by the decisions of the 18th 
Party Congress was the fight for the fulfilment of the programme on which 
the Labour Government was elected, and-in order to achieve this-the 
fight for unity of the working-class movement, the building of a strong 
Communist Party, and the affiliation of the Communist Party to the 
Labour Party. · 
In March, 1946, the Executive Committee issued a manifesto outlining 
a policy for Britain, whicl1 has remained the basis of our campaigning 
throughout this period. 
During the first half of the year, our efforts' were concentrated upon 
the winning of support for our · application for affiliation to· the Labour 
·party. In its initial stages our campaign met with considerable success, 
:and constituted so serio·us a challenge that for a number of months the 
Executive Committ~e of the Labour Party devoted their main energies 
·to a virulent anti-Communist campaign, which had the object of obscuring 
.the real issues at stake and the urgent necessity for working-class unity 
in order to achieve Labour's programme. Their campaign was successful 
.to the extent that they were able to secure the reversal of decisions in a 
.number of important organisations, and a resolution in support of ·our 
-application was defeated by 2,678,000 votes to 468,000 at the Bournemouth 
1Conference, and also an amendment to the Constitution to prevent this 
issue b_eing raised again was carried, without discussion . 
. 
Following this defeat, a special extended meeting of the Executive 
Committee discussed the new situation arising, and issued a call to the 
membership, emphasising again the correctness of the analysis and deci-
sions of the 18th Party. Congress, calling for a sharpening of the fight 
against monopoly· capitalism, the main enemy, for unity in action on 
every issue affecting the workers, whether at home or abroad, and for a 
.determined campaign· to bujld our Party and strengthen its organisation, 
· with particular attention to the factories. 
Each successive. week has made m.ore obvious the retreat of the. Labour 
:Government,. in the face of capitalist opposition, from carrying through 
the programme .for which it was elected. The notable results of the Trade 
Union Congress · and the movement in the Parliamentary Labour Party 
are indications of the uneasiness which exists amongst advanced section~ 
:Of workers ~n many a~pects of both domestic an~ foreign policy. · 
. . 
. . . 
. _.. · · ~Accorqingly, the main efforts of the Party during the latter part of the 
y~r -· have .been· directed towards ~allying mass pressure around the slogan, 
., Fight for the Britain You Voted For." In this, in spite o.f a new 
a~d wi~espread anti-Communist anq anti-Soviet campaign, we have been 
ab"~e to" ·recor4 a consideral;>le in~r~se in the amount of activity, meeti.ngs, 
sales . of liter~ture and the l)aily Worker. Nevertheless oµr failure to 
increase ·our . strength in the November elections, in spite of good votes 
. ' . .. . . 
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and splendid campaigns in a number of areas, sho,ws that we have not 
been able yet effectively to counter this attack which has J;een led by: 
Attlee, the Prime Minister, on the one hand, and by Churchill, the leader of 
the Opposition, on the. other, and which has received the support of t~e 
entire national press, with only the Daily Worker fighting against it .. 
Other Questions Dealt With by the Executive Committee : 
In addition to giving guidance on these major questions of' policy,. 
and directing the main campaigns of the Party, the Executive Committee 
has had to give attention to a number of other important political 
questions as they have arisen. 
Discussions have taken place on the 'German questiOIJ1. Greece, Spain,. 
I11dia, and on a number of aspects of home po_licy, including questions· 
co:nnected with Nationalisation, Production, Housing, the Taxation Policy 
of the Government, National Insurance, Taxes on Capital, Nationalisation~ 
of Hospitals, a Charter for Cripples, etc. 
Careft1l attention has been given to the comprehensive reports sub-~ 
n1itted by the Commissions on Army Reform, Organisation, and on the: 
Method of Election of the Executive Committee, and decisions taken. 
which have been reported to the Party. 
Each by-election has received detailed consideration after full co11sulta-
tion with the Branch and District comrades concerned. 
Matters of Party organisation, finance and membership have bee11 
discussed from time to time, the annual budget has been presented .and 
approved, proposals for the organisation of National Party Summer 
Schools endorsed, and three appeals against expulsion considered. 
VBts to our Brother Co111mlUlist Parties : 
Following the visit of a number of fraternal delegates to our last 
National Congress, the. Executive Committee has sent representatives as 
fraternal delegates to· the fallowing Communist Party Co·ngresses ~ 
HUNGARY (Phil Piratin); BELGIUM (Emile Burns); DENMARK (John 
Golian); HOLLAND (R. P. Dutt); SWEDEN (Harry Pollitt); CZECHO-
SLOVAKIA (Harry Pollitt); IRELA.ND (Comrades Horner, McShane and 
Pollitt). In addition, Comrade R. Page Arnot represented the Executive 
Committee at the 25th Party Anniversary Demonstration in BELGIUM~ 
The Executive Committee have also had the benefit of reports from 
Comrade Rust, who \1isited Germany and Czechoslovakia, and Comrade 
R. P. Dutt, 'vho spent four months in INDIA on .behalf of ·the· Daily 
Jf'orker. 
Messages fro1n tl1e Executive Committee : 
During the year, the Executive Committee has sent messages of con-
gratulation to Comrade Arthur Horner on his election to the position 
of General Secretary of the National Union of Mineworkers ; Comrade 
Alf Davies on his election as President of the South ,Wales Area of 
the N.U.M.; Comrade Sam Henderson on his appointment to the position 
as Secretary of the Passenger Group of the T. and G.W.U.; Comrade 
Jock McArthur as Miners' Agent; Comrade Muriel Rayment on her 
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election to the Executive Committee of the T. and G.W.U.: and Comrade 
, 
W. Smart on his election to the Executive Council of the A.U.B.T.W . 
. 
The Executive Committee also sent greetings to Comrade R. \\(. 
Robson, a member of the Appeals Committee, and of the Central 
Propaganda Department, who, for the major part of this period~ has been 
seriously ill in hospital. 
3. LIST OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND ATTENDANCE 
Maximun1 possible attendance 11. 
In all cases of absence, apologies and reasons for absence have been 
received. 
SYD ABBOTT ......... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
GEORGE ALLISON ............................ · 10 
KAY BEAUCHAMP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
SAM BLACK WELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
E. BRAMLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 11 
ISABEL BROWN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
ELINOR BURNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
EMILE BURNS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
J. R. CAMPBELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
G. CARRITT .................................... 11 
* A. CLIFFORD ............. e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 
IDRIS COX .................................... 11 
* T. DEG NAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
PAT DEVINE ................................. . 
R. P. DUTT ................................... . 
Wm. GALLACHER • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
G. T. C. GILES ............................... . 
J. GOLLAN .............. ...................... . 
W. HANNINGTON ........................... . 
E. HENROTTE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A. HORNER ................................... . 
JOHN HORNER ............................... . 
PETER KERRIGAN ........................... . 
* DAN KELLY .................................. . 
J. McMICHAEL ............................... . 
G. MATTHEWS ............................... . 
IVOR MONTAG U ............................. . 
* J. NORMANTON ............................. . 
A. PAP W 0 R TH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P. PIRA TIN · ................................... . 
H. POLLITT ................................... . 
* TOM POTIER ................................. . 
TAMARA RUST ............................... . 
W. RUST .... · ................................. . 
· J. SCOTT ..................................... . 
* D. WARREN ................................. . 
1 l 
7 
6 
10 
9 
5 
9 
3 
9 
10 
6 
11 
10 
7 
3 
7 
10 
10 
6 
10 
9 
6 
6 
.(*. These comrades were co-opted after the second meeting of the Executive 
Committee, and therefore their maximum possible attendance is nine.) 
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4. THE POLITICAL COMMITTEE 
At the first meeting of the Executive Committee after the last 
National Congress the following officials· were elected : -
Chairman - - - W. GALLACHER 
Vice-Chairman 
- -
Secretary - - - -
Organisation Department -
Industrial Department -
Propaganda Department -
-
-
-
-
-
R. P. DUTT 
HARRY POLLIIT 
PETER KERRIGAN 
GEORGE ALLISON 
EMILE BURNS 
Women - - - - - TAMARA RUST 
International Department - - R. P. DUIT 
The fallowing comrades were elected to the Political Committee : 
GEORGE ALLISON, E. BRAMLEY, EMILE BURNS, J. R. 
CAMPBELL, R. P. DUTT, J. GOLLAN, P. KERRIGAN, GEORGE 
MAITHEWS, P. PIRATIN, H. POLLIIT, W. RUST. 
The Political Committee has met weekly, and in addition to discussing 
and preparing for the Executive Committee material on . all questions 
already mentioned, has dealt with all day-to-day matters, as they have 
arisen, in between meetings of the Executive Committee. It has also re-
introduced the practice of receiving periodic progress reports from the 
larger Districts, with the District Secretary present. 
The General Secretary has continued his practice of sending out to all 
Executive Committee members and District Secretaries a Weekly Letter, 
reporting on the decisions of the Political Committee and of other National 
, 
Committees. 
5 • . SUB-COMMI I I EES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
(a) The Organisation Committee : 
The Organisation Committee, under the Chairmanship of Comrade 
Kerrigan, National Organiser, and including all heads of Departments · 
at Party Centre, has met weekly, and has been concerned with the 
planning, co-ordination and direction of all the main campaigns of . 
the Party, including the affiliation campaign, the Spring and Autumn 
campaigns, the drive to win increased support for the Daily Worker, 
etc. 
In addition, it has had under review the work of a number of 
Party Districts, National Committees and Departments. Following 
the decision to end the existence of the Literature Commission, the 
Organisation Committee has assumed responsibility for the direction 
of and attention to the literature work of the Party, and there have. 
been a number of discussions on this question and upon the position 
of our Bookshops. A National Literature Conference was called in 
the Summer, attended by District representatives and bookshop 
managers, and a number of decisions were taken, which the Organisa-
tion Committee is following up. 
During the 12 months under review, total literature sales through 
the central apparatus (excluding literature obtained from publishers 
by District bookshops) have amounted to £112,000, of which £72,000 
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has been literature issued by the Party and other political organisa-
tions. 
Other matters discussed have included regular attention to the 
progress of factory organisation, the encouragement of a number o.f 
District factory conferences, the preparation of material for Branch 
and factory leaderships, general staffing and administrative problems, 
detailed attention. to, the financial position of the Party and to dues 
payments and membership, and to all day-to-day questions referred to 
it by the Political Committee. The practice has been continued of 
meeting immediately after each Executive Committee and allocating 
responsibility for carrying through E.C. decisions and checking on 
these. 
The Finance Sub-Committee appointed _tfy the. Organisation Com-
mittee has reviewed the financial work and position of 12 Districts,, 
and a number of enterprises for which the Party, nationally, is 
responsible. 
(b) The Intemational Committee : 
This Committee, under the Chairma11ship of R. P. Dutt, me.r 
monthly during the year. It has embraced the work of the former 
Colonial Committee, and has, therefore, reviewed a wide range -01f 
general problems in both the colonial and international fields. Subjects 
discussed have included Trusteeship, Working-class unity in Europe , 
and the Paris Peace Confe.rence. In addition, reports on individ11al 
countries-Germany, Japan, Persia, India, Palestine, Egypt, andl 
Malaya-were discussed ii1 detail. Material on these and other 
problems were prepared .for the Political and Executive Committee.s 
and for general circulation. The Committee also concerned itself 
with the agenda and arrangements for the Empire Communist Parties· 
Conference, and appointed a small Organising Committee for this 
purpose. 
In order to keep the 11ecessary detailed_ day-to-day contact Vt1ith 
developments i11 the many different countries, the Co1nmittee set u p 
eight sub-committees (INDIA; AFRICA; MIDDLE EAST; FAR 
EAST; EUROPE.AN ; JEWISH ; IRISH A.ND DOMINIONS). Mos rr 
of these Committees have met ·once a month, and they have bee.n 
able to draw into active collabo·ration some fifty additional comrades 
with a special knowledge of the countries co,ncerned. A large number 
of information documents and discussion statements have been pre-
pared, as well as items for the press, news-letters, articles and other 
forms of propaganda. Press and other publicity was also organised 
around special issues, such as the visit of the Malayan Guerilla fighte-:rs 
to London, and the arrest and trial of the Party comrades in South 
Africa for their support of the African mine.workers. · 
(c) Social Services Sub-Committee : 
The Social Service Sub-Committee, under the Chairmanship of 
Comrade Rust, has met monthly. The main items discussed have 
been the Education Act, the Health Bill, the population question!. 
· Housing, Tuberculosis and the Insurance Bill, Parks and Open Spaces ~ 
the National Insurance Bill, Rents, and in particular the effect c f 
high rents on the social position of the people. 
8 
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The question of industrial health has been given special attention,. 
and recommendations made to bring this question in front of a _wide 
body of opinion, with the aim of getting early legislation o~ this 
subject. 
Following the publication of the Curtiss Report on '' Care of 
Children,'' special consideration is being ~ven to this question by 
the Committee. 
A special joint meeting was held with the Local Government Sub-
Committee for the purpose of co-ordinating the work of the two, 
committees. 
(d) Women's Advisory Council : 
Since the last Party Congress the work of the Women's Advisory 
Council, under the direction of Comrade Tamara Rust, has 
consisted in stimulating mass work among women in the Districts, 
producing policy statements and printed material on questions 
affecting wome·n, giving assistance to the formation of Women's 
Sections of the Party, and developing in the main Districts 
women cadres and Women's Committees; also developing co-operation 
with other women's organisations. 
Some of the campaigns which the Women's Advisory Council helped 
to develop were around food, bread rationing, nursery provision and 
extension of nursery schools (the fight against closing down the Day 
Nurseries and raising charges to parents), extension and improvement 
of maternity services, free school meals and the maintenance 9f British· 
Restaurants, Family Allowances, participation of women in the 
Squatters' Campaign. 
On the industrial side, the concentration ·was on women's wages, 
equal pay for equal work, and the position of married women in 
industry. In addition, the Advisory Council helped to draw women, 
into the · campaign around Spain, mainly against the imprisonment of~ 
women anti-fascist fighters; also for strengthening the participation1, 
of wome11 in the work of the Trade Unions. 
Large numbers of women throughout the country have been 
involved in mass deputations to the M.P.s on Family Allowances, etc. ~ 
(In London the lobbying of M.P .s by women has been successfully' 
carried out on several occasions). On the industrial side, a mass~ 
demonstration on the question of women's wages took place in~: 
London, but there has been less activity · in other Districts. The· 
campaign on wages and for equal pay has now been carried forward·~ 
through agitation around the Report . of the Royal Commission on; 
Equal Pay, and in the active support given by our Party to the 
National Conference on Equal Pay called by the International 
Women's Day Committee. 
The policy statement and printed materials included a broadsheet on 
Wom(!n and Work; an Equal Pay folder; a statement and press state-
ments on Family Allowances, Maternity, Schoo.I Meals, Training of 
Women, Bread Rationing, Care of Homeless Children, etc. Pamphlets 
have also been published on Maternity Services, Nursery Schools, as. 
well as a Party recruiting folder appealing particularly to women. 
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As in previous years, Party women have played a big part in the 
·campaign for International Women's Day, which has won support / 
from wide sections of women in the Labour movement. The keynote 
.. of the celebrations for next year will Pe the fight for Peace. 
Women's Sections: These are now in existence in a number of 
Districts, but there have been particularly good developments in 
Scotland and London. 
Woman Today: This has met with good response, but striot 
·economies have had to be made in an effort to make it self-supporting. 
In addition to the regular monthly meeting of the Advisory 
Council, it has held three Quarterly Meetings, which ·have been 
attended by representatives of most of the main Districts . 
• (e) Local Government Committee : 
. . 
Under the Chairmanship of Comrade John Golian, this Committee 
bas held 11 meetings during this period. The following matters have 
been discussed: Rating Reform (now issued as a pamphlet, under the 
title of Why Your Rates are Going Up); Local Government 
· · re-organisation, which was taken up with the Minister of Health and 
issued as a Party folder ; Municipal Trading ; Rates of Interest on 
Loans; Rents; the new Health Act, and the question of administration 
by local authorities ; Town Planning ; Nationalisation of Electrical and 
Transport Services; Taxation of Site Values; Local Government and 
· Cultural Activities ; and Land Nationalisation. 
The Committee also discussed and prepared material for the 
country, rural, urban and parish council elections. 
A National Conf ere nee of Councillors was organised, where the 
role of Communist Councillors and questions of Local Government 
work were discussed. 
·(0 Youth Advisory Committee : 
This Committee, under the Chairmanship of Comrade Kerrigan, has 
held two full meetings and 11 meetings of its Working Committee 
since the last Congress. Questions discussed included the work of 
the Young Communist League, · Students' problems, the World 
Federation of Democratic Youth, the Juvenile Employment Service, 
Technical Education, the Local Authorities and Youth, various aspects 
of the Service of Youth, Conscription, and, together with the 
Industrial Department, the problems of young workers in certain 
industries. A popular illustrated edition of Britain's Young Cititelt3 
was issued, and a folder was printed with the Youth Resolution of 
.. the last Congress, together with an explanation of the role of the 
Y.C L. 
Nearly all the Party Districts have been visited by the full-time 
~Secretary, Comrade Reuben Falber. Twelve Districts are represented 
on the full Youth Advisory Committee, and reports have been taken 
of the work in some of the larger Districts. 
There has been regular contact with the leadership of the Youth 
.Communist League, and in the Districts efforts have been made to 
.secure amongst the Party membership a greater understanding of the 
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important role the · Y .C.L. has to play in the solution of youth 
problems, and the winning of young people for Communism, and the 
need to give them every assistance in their work. 
The National Students' Com.mlttee has worked under the direction 
of the Y .A.C·., and in addition to two student comrades as members 
of the Y.A.C., Comrades Falber and Allanson have attended the 
meetings of the Student Committee. The Committee has dealt with 
the chief student questions, such as accommodation, fees, ex-Service 
students, grants, international student questions, and general problems 
of higher education. Through visits it has maintained contact with 
the Party Branches in the Universities. The students have now under-
taken to meet the wages and expenses of a · comrade engaged full-time 
on student work. 
It has been necessary to make a number of changes in the organisa-
tion of work at the Party Centre, and th.is has resulted in a full-time 
comrade no longer being available for work as Secretary of the 
Youth Affairs Committee. The position of Secretary is now occupied 
by Comrade Allanson. 
(g) Economic Committee : 
Since the last Congress, this Committee has met regularly under 
the Cl1airmanship of Comrade J. R. Campbell, and discussed the 
following questions : 
Taxation questions (the proportion of taxation falling on the various 
classes) and an annual capital tax; the approach to production and 
the absence of an overall Government plan ; the problem of building 
materials and incentives in the building industry ; the meaning of wages 
policy ; peace-time price control in the consumers' goods industries; 
and the Working Party Committee report on production is now in 
process of being considered. 
Some of the conclusions of the Committee have · appeared in the 
form of articles in the Communist Review, and some in the form of 
memoranda, which have been circulated. 
6. DEPARTMENTS AT THE PARTY CENTRE 
(a) Industrial Department : 
Arising out of the decisions of the 18th Party Congress, the main 
work of the Department was connected with such questions as pro-
duction and economic planning, wages, hours and conditions of 
labour, and unity of the working-class movement. 
These were the principal topics dealt with at the National Industrial 
Conference held in January, attended by representatives from all 
Party Districts and the principal trades and professions. 
In the course of the year attention has also been given to questions 
that have arisen in connection with manpower problems, the remo-val 
of the Essential Works Order and other war-time regulations, and the 
·development of u_nemployment in the former depressed areas~ An 
important Conference of Districts covering these areas was held, and 
.a number of decisions taken, including the preparation of a national 
11 
deputation on work for ·these areas. A number of articles have been 
prepared for our Party press on these questions. 
-
Consideration has also been given to the special problems of women 
and youth in industry, particularly the question of equal pay. 
The development of the international Trade Union movement and 
Trade Unionism in the colonies has been closely followed. 
The general work of the Department has been co-ordinated with 
the main. political activities and campaigning of the Party. After each 
Executive Committee, a reporting back meeting with leading industrial 
comrades is held. · 
The Department has paid special attention to the question of factory 
organisation, and has participated in a number of conferences in the 
main Districts on this question. 
Much valuable assistance has been received from leading Party 
comrades in the various industries and professions. 
The specific questions arising in the various industries have been 
dealt with by the appropriate industrial committees and, where 
necessary, in collaboration with the Sub-Committees of the· E.C. and 
other departments at Party Centre. 
The Rails Advisory Committee has been particularly concerned with 
problems of Rail unity, economic and welfare conditions in the 
industry, and problems connected with the nationalisation of transport. 
Statements have been issued on these questions and a popular brochure 
on nationalisation is in the course of preparation. 
Transport: As the next main industry due for nationalisation, this 
question has been given particular attention. Conferences of dock 
and passenger workers have been he~d and material issued. A leaflet 
countering the Road Hauliers' anti-nationalisation campaign was pro-
duced, as well as material against the in·crease in fares. 
Seamen : Consideration has been given to the problems of the 
Mercantile Marine, including support for the International Seamen's 
Charter, and a small committee has been preparing a memorandum on 
.. the Merchant Shipping Acts with proposals which will be popularised 
amongst the seamen and raised by our M.P .s. 
. . 
Cotton: The past 12 months have _been marked by important 
developments in the Party's work on the cotton industry. In 
Decemb~r, 1945, the Lancashire and Cheshire District Committee pre-
sented a memorandum containing comprehensive proposals for the 
future of the industry to the Cotton Working Party. 
Simultaneously this was published as a pamphlet (3,000 sold) and 
circulated to Trade Unions, Labour M.P .s, etc. . The Economic Com-
mittee is assisting the Lancashire District in further elaboration of 
policy. 
. ' 
Mining: This Committee brought forward proposals that enabled 
the Party to focus public attention on the problems of coal production 
and the conservation of fuel. 
Detailed. attention was given to the Coal Mines ·Nationalisation Act. 
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Articles, speakers' notes and other materials have been prepared 
in support of the Miners' Charter. 
Metal: The Metal Advisory Committee has met quarterly, and has 
given consideration to a number of problems confronting the industry, 
including .the need for a new wages structure, the campaign for equal 
pay, the 40-hour week, etc. Pamphlets have been produced on 
engineering wages, also on steel, and several leaflets on hours and 
wages. Consideration is now being given to ship-building and ship 
repair problems. A memorandum is being prepared on the question 
of nationalisation of electricity~ 
Building: The Building Committee has had as the basis of its 
work the Congress resolution on Housing. It has issued material on 
Housing Costs, Training Schemes, Joint Production Committees 1n 
Building, Direct Labour, Bonus Payments, Building Workers and 
Post-war Reconstruction. Assistance has been given in the prepara-
tion of material for speakers. 
Advisory Committees covering Distribution, Clothing Trades and 
Furnishing . Trades have continued to give attention to problems of 
these industries, arid have produced material for use by the Party, 
making clear 9ur policy on current questions. 
Agriculture and the Countryside: The National Agricultural Com-
mittee has at all times given support to the farm workers in their 
campaign for a national minimum wage of £4 10s. and improved con-
ditions. It has studied the food situation and issued public statements 
in February and July. A special, Our Villages, has been produced in 
connection with the rural council elections. A discussion statement 
on the Future of the Veterinary Services produced widespread discus-
sion in the profession. A number of steps have been taken to assist 
the sales drive of the Country Standard. 
. . 
Visits have been made to many Districts and successful propaganda 
work carried out in the villages. Organisational problems arising from 
the recruiting of scattered members in the villages have been studied 
and proposals made. 
In conjunction with the Education Department a week's National 
School was held for agricultural comrades. 
Co-operative Movement: · Our comrades have been concerned with 
helping to extend the present well-established forms of Co-operative 
enterprise, both national and international, and encouraging new forms 
of Co-operative effort not yet undertaken by the movement . 
• Consideration has been given to th·e nee~ for greater Co-operative 
representation on committees set up by the Government and Local 
Authorities, especially those dealing with consumer goods. · 
Attention has also been given to a wide range of problems concern-
ing the movement, such as wage rates and conditions, efficiency, the 
development of consultative machinery within the movement, · and 
the problem of distribution, with particular reference to the relations 
between the Government and the Co-operative movement. 
. .. . . 
Health: The Health Advisory Committe has met regularly, and has 
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deah with issues arising from the Health Act. Material issued baa 
included '' Humanise the Hospitals,'' '' Health Trade Unions," 
'' Nurses '' and '' Industrial Health.'' Assistance to the Parliamentary 
Department in formulating amendments has been given, and to the 
Propaganda Department in preparing information . for speakers on the 
Health Bill. 
Education : The Education Advisory Committee has met regularly 
since the last Congress, and its main attention bas been to the imple-
mentation of the Education Act. Other i~ues taken up have been 
the Content of Education, Equal Pay, and professional unity,- and 
material has been produced on these questions. A national school 
for teachers, with over 30 attending, was organised in conjunction with 
the Education Department. A meeting has been held of teachers in 
Technical Education, and a document prepared on this. Contact has 
been made with comrades in Emergency Training Colleges, and a 
guide for reading material for intending students issued. Assistance 
on educational questions has been given to the Districts by corres-
pondence. .. 
Scientists: This Committee has met at frequent intervals since the 
last Congress, and its main work has been in connection with. atomic 
energy and science as an aid to production. It has held one national 
meeting, and has now developed several contacts in the country who 
receive all minutes of the National Committee. A draft pamphlet on 
the Communist approach to science has been prepared, and ·a 
memorandum on Econo~ic Policy and Production · produced. 
(b) The Organisation Deparb11ent : 
This Department has been responsible for preparing all material for 
the meetings of the Organisation Committee, checking on a11 decisions 
taken, and, in general, has dealt with all detailed work on behalf of 
the Committee. 
The practice has been continued fallowing each Executive Com-
mittee meeting of holding a reporting-back ·meeting with District 
Secretaries, where, in addition to the report, current problems . and 
campaigns are discussed. 
The National Organiser has visited a number of Districts during 
this period and, in addition, the National Treasurer has visited all 
Districts, some on two or three occasions, and has addressed 45 
conferences of Treasurers and Dues Collectors. 42,123 members !lad 
been issued with cards by the end of March, 1946. On this occasion 
there was no re-registration .of the membership. • In 1947, however, 
all Districts have agreed on the necessity for reintroducing registration 
with the exchange of cards and, accordingly, provision has been marJe 
in the 1947 cards for this purpose. 
The regular collection of dues continues to be a problem, and at 
an extended meeting in June the Executive Committee passed a resolu-
tion urging much greater flexibility of method and calling for facilities 
for the payment of dues to be arranged at all ·Branch Meetings, at 
places of work, and at all points where members gather for Party 
work. 
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Special attention is being paid in the last part of the year to 
improving the speed and efficiency of the card exchange. Supplies of 
standard material have been made available to Branches, including 
Branch account books, dues registers and index boxes, books of 
Branch Report Forms, etc. Unfortunately, in spite of the simple 
nature of the printed Monthly Report Form, only a small percentage· 
of Branches send iri reports to their Districts regularly, and this means 
·a considerable weakness in the whole reporting system. 
(c) Propaga11da and Education : 
· Since the last Congress, the Central Propaganda Department has 
issued 40 pamphlets and four-page folders, totalling 596,000 copies. 
Also one Special with a sale of 100,000 copies. Sales have been. 
rising in the second half of 1946, the four-page folders being particu~ 
larly successful. In addition to material issued for the Affiliation· 
Campaign, there have been 15 leaflets on political and industrial 
questions. Information has been issued to subscribers every week. 
Many valuable pamphlets have also been published by Districts and 
Branches. 
Following the Congress resolution, publication of the Communist 
Review was resumed in March, and the demand has exceeded the 
restricted supplies. 
Public Meetings: The Summer and Autumn campaigns of 1946 
showed a progressive improvement in the number of public meetings:· 
and in the numbers attending them. In .many Districts more factory 
gate meetings were held than ever before. Another notable develop-
ment is the number of courses of public 'lectures ; these are specially 
useful in building up a regt1lar attendance of supporters, many of 
whom join the Party. 
Cultural Activities: The help given in this field by the Centre was 
seriously affected early in 1946 by the illness of Comrade R. W. 
Robson, who had been responsible. Later in the year it was possible 
to re-establish the appropriate Committee, which is now meeting 
regularly and is playing its part in encouraging the development of 
local cultural activity in association with local Councils, as well -as 
discussing and guiding the work of the cultural groups of the Party. 
Political Education: The resolution on Marxist Education adopted 
by the last Congress, called for an intensification of Party education, 
as well as for a general broadening of our educational activities and 
the encouragement of organised work by our specialists in -various. 
fields. 
In 1946, ten National Schools have .been held, attended by 150 
comrades, and in addition 265 students attended eight special schools 
organised for ex-Fore~ comrades. An extremely successful develop-
ment was the three weeks' residential Summer School attended by 
a total of 131 comrades. This success has encouraged the planning 
of three separate Summer Schools for 1947, in Cumberland, Wales 
and Sussex, to run for eight weeks in all. 
In general, there has been a continued falling-off in District one-week 
schools, though London, Lancashire and Scotland have maintained 
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their position. There has, however, been an increase in the number 
of Day and Week-end Schools . organised by the Districts. The 
.appointment of a cqmrade to the National Education Department 
with the special responsibility of assisting the District Education 
Organisers is alre~dy leading to an improvement in this field. 
Although no complete figures are available, reports show that many 
Branches are now holding frequent classes, and there is some develop-
ment of c1asses organised for factory comrades ; though it is necessary 
to press for an improvement in both cases, particularly in the latter, 
which can greatly help in the general development of work in industry_ 
There has, too, been an improvement in the provision of educational 
materials, especially in the publication of an Introductory Course in 
Marxism, as well as a number of syllabuses and study-guides suitable 
for use by the Party and the broad Labour movement. 
The Education Committee appointed after the last Congress to 
stimulate the work of . our comrades in the general field of . working-
class education has met regularly. Though it has done much ~o 
clarify the general lines to be followed in this work, and has estab-
Jished contact with a number of the comrades directly concerned, 
there is still insufficient attention being paid to the question by ~he 
Districts, Branches and individual comrades who are in a ·position 
.to participate. 
An important new development has been the organised work by 
specialists in various fields. This has been particularly noticeable in 
the case of the historians who, in addition to contributing to the Party 
press and helping with syllabuses and other publications, have held 
three very successful conferences on special historical questions, and 
have set up a committee to help in preparing material for the centenary 
in 1948 of the Communist Manifesto. 
Similar organised work is being done by economists who have con-
. · tributed to the Party press a number of articles, prepared two 
syllabuses, and are working on a new textbook on Political Economy ; 
they have held one conference in 1946. 
The Writers' Group has also begun work ;· and groups of scientists 
are preparing material ; a group has also been formed for general 
polemical treatment of anti-Marxist publications. 
It can be said that a good start has been made in carrying out the 
resolution of our last Congress, but much has still to be done to 
develop organised work by the large number of comrades with 
specialised knowledge and opportunities. 
Preparation for the Centenary of the Publication of the Communist 
Manifesto: February, 1948, will be the centenary of the Communist 
Manifesto. · A Committee has, therefore, been established to prepare 
\proposals for Party activities around this period, including special 
.publications, lectures, exhibitions, pa~ean~s, etc. . 
Press Work: As a result of the drive made and the help given by 
the Press Office at the Centre, press -work has now become a normal 
.feature of the . activity of most .Bran~hes. There is a steady flow of 
letters and . rewrts of Party activity in most local newspapersca 
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Incoinplete reports show that an average of about 6,000 column inches 
a month is being steadily maintained. The number of Branch Press 
Officers, too·, continues to increase, and there are now 650. 
In view of a number of changes which have had to· be made in 
the organisation of the work at Party Centre, it is no longer proposed 
to maintain a separate Press Office, but it is ·hoped that this very 
important aspect of work will . receive careful attention from Districts 
and Branches so that there is no fall-off in the amount of press work 
carried out. The Propaganda Department will, of course, remain 
resp.onsible for ;publicity and for the presentation of Party statements 
to the Press. 
(d) The International Department : 
The Department was formed at the beginning of the year by the 
amalgamation of the Colonial and former International Affairs Depart-
ments, with Comrades J. Shields and M. Carritt as the Joint 
Secretaries. 
The Department has co-ordinated and helped the work of the Inter-
national Affairs Committee, and prepared· a great deal of material 
on aspects of the Government's colo-nial and foreign policy. The 
pepartment has been fortunate in being able to get much help from 
comrades who have had first-hand experience in foreign and colonial 
countries during the war, both for propaganda purposes and research 
in the preparation of material. 
In co-operation with National and District E.ducation Departments, 
special schools, and sessions in general scho·ols, h.ave been organised. 
With the help of the Parliamentary Department, a large number of 
questions have been asked in Parliament many such questions have 
been asked at the request of individuals or organisations in the colonies, 
and their effectiveness has been highly appreciated. 
There has been useful co-operation .with many other organisations, 
to whose conferences delegates have been sent. 
In connectio·n with the Joint Anglo-American Commission of 
Enquiry ,on Palestine, a memorandum o.f evidence was prepared for the 
Executive Committee, on whose behalf it \Vas submitted by Comrades 
Piratin and Gaster. This document (now issued as a pamphlet), re-
ceived public tribute from the Commission, and has helped both· here 
and abroad to clarify the Party's policy on the urgent problem of 
Jewry and the question of Palestine's future. 
Meetings of demobilised. soldiers who have served in India, the 
Far East and the Middle East, have been held in order to discuss 
the best way of making use of their experiences in colonial co·untries. 
An Indian and Middle East News Letter is now being circulated to 
these comrades in order to keep them in touch with events there. 
During the year there has been increased contact between the 
Department and ,our brother Parties abroad for a general exchange 
of publications. It is confidently expected that the Empire Parties' 
Conf ere nee will result in still closer contact and discussion of common 
problems.-
During the . year the publication Inslde the E1npire has appeared 
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quarterly, dealing with the most important colonial developments. 
Articles from this journal .and from many of our information docu-
ments have been reprinted in the newspapers abroad. It is now 
·prop·osed to discontinue the production of this jo·urnal, with the aim 
of getting Ollr material more widely circulated in the . Party .- press, in 
the form of pamphlets, and so· on. 
(e) Local Government and Parliamentary Depart111ents : 
The first activities undertaken by the newly-formed Department was 
to organise .the Party's campaign in the 1945 November Elections. 
Materials on how to fight elections were prepared, together with legal 
material to guide the comrades in their election work. 
In April and March, 1946, similar work was undertaken for the 
C.C., U.D.C., R.D.C. 1and P.C. elections, and by the end of April 
there were 215 Communist Councillors all over the country. 
Apart from assisting in election work the Local Government Depart-
ment gave leadership to the Co·uncillors on matters affecting their 
work in the Councils on day-to-day issues. Materials on Housing, 
Health, Education, Rents, Rates, Boundaries, Clinics, British 
Restaurants, etc., have been issued in collaboration with other 
Departments, whilst questions on many other aspects have been dealt 
with. 
The Department works under the guidance of the National Local 
Government Committee, the .work of which .appears in another 
section of this report. It has 1been assisted by the formation in various 
Districts of Local Go~ve1nment Departments which are in direct contact . 
with the Party Centre. 
In view of the reorganisation at Party Centre, and because of the 
very close connection between the Parliamentary and Local Govern-
ment work it was decided to merge the two Departments under 
Comrade H. Fagan. 
The Parliamentary Department has, during this period, workeq in 
close co-operation with the M.P .s and with various Departments of the 
Party. It has prepared material on a wide variety ·Of subjects, includ-
ing very many questions, contributions to debate, examination of Bills 
.b•efore Parliament, etc. It has sought to stre.ngthen the work of the 
M.P .s by ensuring a greater understanding on the part of all sections 
of the Party of the part that parliamentary action can play in the 
co-ordinated scheme of the 1Party's ·campaigns. 
(f) Women's Department : 
The N.ational Women's Organiser, Comrade Tamara Rust, has made 
a number of visits to Party Districts, and the scope ·Of the work ot 
this Department has already been described under the section dealing 
with the Women's Advisory Council. Regular consultation with the 
other Departments, particularly Organisation and Industrial, has 
enabled co-ordination of this work with all other Party activity. 
7. OUR COMMUNIST M.Ps. 
Throughout the period under revie.w, our Communist M.P.s, Comrades 
GALLACHER and PIRATIN have sought in every way to reinforce the 
Party campaigns throughout the. country by a clear expression of the Party 
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policy on the floor of the. House of Commons. By their activities, they 
have sought to strengthen the working-class movement in its struggle to 
win the fulfilment of Labour's programme. They have taken part in many 
i:najor Debates, and have contributed _the Party's viewpoint on the major 
domestic issues, e.g., Housing, Coal Nationalisation;- Trades Disputes Bill, 
National · Health Service Bill; American· Loan, the Budget, as ·well as on 
the Foreign. Policy Debate~ on Indonesia, India and Palestine. 
Our M.P.s asked 229 questions, and made 64 contributions to Debates. 
Many of Comrade Gallacher's questions and contributions were concerned 
with Scottish affairs. 
In addition, they served o·n various Standing Committees, and have 
put down amendments to the Bills under discussion. They have, at the 
same time, paid close attention to the affairs of their constituents, Comrade 
Gallacher dealing with over 1,000 individual cases, and C·omrade Piratin 
with over 750 individual cases during the period under review. They have 
won the respect of all sections of the Labour movement for their con-
sistent championspip of working-class interests and demands. 
8. NATIONAL COMMISSIONS 
(a) Organisation Commission : 
The Organisation Commission was set up at the last Party Congress 
with the follo·wing terms of reference: ''To, include the character and 
methods ·Of leadership by Party leading Committees from the Executive 
to the Branch ; the financial work of the Party ; preparation and con-
duct of Party Congress, and other matters referred to it by the 
Executive Committee fr.om the Party Congress." · 
The Chairman of the Commissio·n was Comrade Peter Kerrigan, and 
the Commission included ·Other E.C. members, comrades from the 
Party Centre, and comrades from a number of Districts . 
Five meetings of the Com·mission were held, and a number of docu-
ments circulated. Questions discussed included those indicated in the 
terms of reference, together with a number of resolutions . from the 
National Congress referred to it by the Executive Committee. 
The Commission presented a report to the Executive Committee, 
which was endorsed. An article covering the main questions dealt 
with by the Commission appeared in World News and Views, and 
some of the reports were embodied in a printed statement circulated 
to District Co·mmittee members and. other leading comrades. 
It was recognised by the Commission that major emphasis must be 
placed upo·n the need for increasing ,o,ur public ,propaganda to the 
people. It was also reco·gnised that we had yet to win a thorough 
understanding in the Party ·On the decisions of the Party Congress in 
relation to Party organisation, particularly the attitude to the mass 
Party and the building of stro·ng factory ·organisation. 
(b) Commission on Method of Election of Executive Committee : 
At the last Party Congress it was decided to establish a Commission 
on the method oiJ election ·Of the Executive Committee, consisting of 
one representative from each District Committee, plus five from the 
new Executive C·ommittee. 
At~ the -.first meeting of the Executive Committee, Comrade Dutt 
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~as appointed Chairman ·Of · the Commission, and Comrades Henrotte, 
Kerrigan, Tamara Rust and George Matthews ·were the additional 
Executive Committee representatives .. 
Two meetings of the Commissio·n took place, and, i11- addition, . a 
number of .documents were circulated. Finally, a report was prepared 
which embodied the pro·posals of all but two members of the Com-
mission. This majority report, and two minority reports from the 
two individual comrades · were placed .before the Executive Committee .. 
The majority report was endorsed by the Executive Committee and 
circulated to all Party ·Organisations for discussion and voting. 
203 Branches sent in reports of the voting on this issue; 202 being 
in favour, and one ~ranch against, with a total of only 33 individual 
votes against the proposals. 
The District ·Committees had, of course, already taken part in the 
preparation of the proposals through their representatives on the 
Commission, but of the eight District Committees who replied at this 
stage, all were in favour of the .p~oposals, wit1h on~y one individual 
comrade voting against. 
It was decided by the Executive Committee that the report should 
be adopted in full in vie·w of the ove-rwhelming support for its pro-
posals, and should be operated· at the 1947 Congress. A number of 
Party organisations had, in addition to supporting the proposals, 
submitted amendments, many of a very detailed character. It was 
pointed out that Party organisations wishing to press for alterations 
to the procedure could put forward amendments in the usual way 
for consideration by Congress, and, if carried, these would then be 
operated for future Congresses. 
(c) Commission on Army Refonn : 
The Commission on Army Reform set up by the last Congress, met 
during 1945 and 1946 under the Chairmanship of Comrade J .. Golian. 
The Commission· had ·on it representatives of Youth, Trade Unions, 
Women, as well as ex-Se.rvice men and women. Close contact was 
maintained with serving memb•ers, who sent i11 valuable contributions 
during the sittings of the Commission. 
Drafts were sent out to representative Service personnel in all arms 
of the Service, and their comments and advice were carefully sifted 
. and utilised 1by the Commission. · 
The final document of the Commission, after full discussion by the 
E.C., was publish.ed as a Discussion Statement under the title of 
" Towards a People's Army." 
Ma11y contributions have bee11 sent in both by Service men and 
others. These will be discussed at a further m~eting of the Commission 
and the final statement issued as a guiding policy for Army Reform. 
· ( d) Commission on Higher Education : . 
The need for at least a th reef old increase in the number of qualified 
teachers, scientists and other specialists, is widely known, but the 
Government's plans are piecemeal and inadequate. A Commission 
has, the ref ore, been set up to wo1rk out a. policy for Higher · Education 
that can give a rapid increase in the number of trained people available 
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for Britain's needs. The Chairman of the Commission is Comrade 
G. C. T. Giles, and it is planned to p11blish the Report of the 
Commission in book form early in 1947. 
9. T·HE DAILY WORKER 
The People's Press Printing Society Limited was launched in 
September, 1945, and too·k over the ownership and publishing rights of 
. the Daily Worker ori January 1, 1946. . 
The· estab1lishment of co-operative ownership of the Daily Worker was 
widely welcomed, ·and the Society has grown rapidly both in member-
ship and influence. It has n·ow, in addition to over 20,000 individual 
shareholders, 546 organisations, with a combined membership of 
1,000,000 in its ranks, and its capital exceeds £180,000. 
The Fighting Fund has continued to meet the. working deficit of the 
paper, and has thus assisted the financial position of the Society. 
The Society's general meetings, in which . many hundreds of members 
have participated, have unanimously approved the political line and the 
general policy of the paper and the Society, and have. made a noteworthy 
contribution to their all-round strength. 
The withdrawal of the newsprint restrictions in September, 1946, have 
enabled the Daily Worker to increase its size to· six pages every day, and 
to launch a circulation drive aimed at winning 50,000 new readers by the 
end of the year. 
The Society has now been able to set May 1, 1947, as the target day 
for the publicatio·n of the new, full-size paper. It has appealed for 20,000 
additional members, a further £70,000 in Share Capital and Loan Capital, 
and the rapid increase in circulation, which is req11ired to guarantee the 
success ·Of these ambitious development plans. 
Our Party founded and built up the Daily Worker. Now that it . is 
co-o·peratively owned we see no lessening of our responsibilities for its 
development into a front-line, mass circulation newspaper of the people. 
10. COMMUNIST PARTY PUBLICATIONS 
Nov. 1945-Nov. 1946 
Liberate Spain from Fr~nco .................. · .. 
Communist Policy for Britain ................. . 
Coal .......................................... . 
£4I10 /- for the Farmworker ...... · ............. . 
Essentials of a Health Service ................. . 
The Fight for Labour's Programme ............. . 
A Wage Based on Human Needs ............... . 
Hands Off Indonesia ........................... . 
Our Villages (Special) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Foreign Policy ............................... . 
European Jewry and the Palestine Question ....... ,. 
N S h 1 ··~'if.:1 ursery c oo s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . #: • · : . 
Professional Workers ................ . .. ~· . . ... ,, 
Inside the Soviet Zone ............ ... -.... ~ - ; . ; : ..... .. 
Local Government Reorganisatio11. ~ . .. :~. ; ......... . 
Our Maternity Services _ .. : ... ~ .· :;; . ' ..........••.. 
Daily Herald Poison. Pens · ... · .. · ................ . 
Atomic En~rgy , ~and Social Progress .•...•.....• 
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Why Your Rates are G·oing Up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6d. 
Impressions of Czechoslovakia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 I -
Britain's Young Citizens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3d. 
Lask.i's Mistake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2d. 
The Communists Were Right . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3d. 
To·wards a People's Army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6d. 
Give us the Wages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 d. 
Marxism-Aims of C.P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3d. 
Why the Food Shortage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3d. 
F·or Peace in Palestine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 d. 
F reed·om for India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6d. 
Steel-Take it Over Now . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6d. 
Housing Special-Up With the Houses . . . . . . . . . . ld. 
Britain Will Make It . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6d. 
Industrial Special . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ld. 
Wo-rk for the Development Areas ..... : . . . . . . . . . . ld. 
The Communist Party Today . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3d . 
. Marxism-Capitalist Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3d. 
Stalin, Wallace and Bevin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ld. 
Communism in Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 d. 
No British Jobs for Fascist Poles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ld. 
Russia at the Peace Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6d. 
Communist Party Special (April) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2d. 
II. THE NATIONAL FIGHTING FUND 
Following the ·review 10.f the financial position of the Party Centre, it 
was decided that we sho·uld launch a National Fighting Fund, the main aim 
of which .w.ould be to encourage donations from individual comrades and 
' supporters who were not making regular contributions to local Party 
organisations, but who would be willing to make a donation to the Party 
Centre if it was realised that there was urgent need for additional assistance 
in order to carry out its work. The Fund was launched in October, and 
the tot&l raised in three weeks to November 7 ·was £267. It is proposed 
to make this a permanent fund, for which we shall make an appeal from 
tim.e to ~me. 
12. REPORT OF APPEALS COMMITTEE 
We are glad to report that there are no appeals to. come before 
Congress. \fhree appeals have been before us since last C·ongress, viz: . 
1. The case of JOAN PUGH, of Liverpool, against her expulsion by 
Lancashire and Cheshire District Committee. Th.e Appeals Committee 
examined carefully the exhaustive report of a Commission of Enquiry 
appointed by Lancashire and Cheshire District ·Committee and a state-
ment ·by Joan Pugh, and unanimo·usly decided to dismiss her appeal. 
The decision was endorsed by the Executive Committee at its meeting o·n 
Ap-ril 26, ~1946. 
2. The appeal of J. J. LENA'.GH, of Sunderland Branch, against his 
expulsion by that Branch# After considering the report fro·m the 
No·rth-East District Committee and statements from J. J. Lenagh, 
the Appeals Committee reco·mmended the rejection of J. J. Lenagh's 
appeal, but drew attention to the error in procedure on the part of 
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the Sunderland Branch in not making clear to Comrade Lenagh that 
the Branoh meeting to which he was specifically invited was to deal 
with a motion for his expulsion. The Appeals Committee were. con-
vinced that, despite this error, the expulsion was warranted. 
The Executive Committ~e, _lfy 13 votes to nine, withheld endorsement until 
the Sunderland Branch carried out the normal procedure. This decision 
was convey.ed to Comrade Lenagh and to North-East District C·ommittee. 
Comrade Lenagh was twice invited to attend by his ·Branch, and failed 
to accept the invitation so that his appeal goes by default and his expulsion 
is upheld. · 
3. E. NICOLAIDES, of St. Pancras Branch, was expelled by the LondotJ 
District Co·mmittee in consultation with the Central Organisation 
Department. He sent a letter asking for an_ opportunity to explain 
his case. The Appeals Committee replied on April 26, 1946, that 
'' We will carefully consider anything you may have to submit in 
support of your app.eal," but no answer ever came to their request. 
Appeals Co1m.mittee: J. CUNNICK, R. W. ROBSON, J. SHIELDS, 
G. HARDY, D. ROSS, H. STEVENS, R. STEWART. 
13. OBITUARY 
During this period we have lost a number of devoted comrades. Of 
these we have to make special mention of two foundation members, JIM 
r 
ANCRUM of Durham, and JOE McMILLAN of Glasgow. 
Jim Ancrum, a miner, was one of the first Communists to be elected 
as Councillor, and had played a leading part in the unemploy·ed struggles 
in the Durham coalfields. Joe McMillan, a member of the Executive 
Committee of the N.U.R., was a leading figure in the industrial struggles 
of 1924 and 1926 on behalf of the rail workers, and a respected member · 
of the Scottish Labour movement. 
The loss of these comrades has bee11 a serious blow to the Party 
and the Labour movement. 
.. 
APPENDIX OF MAIN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
STATEMENTS 
FASCIST ORGANISATION IN B,RITAIN 
DECEMBER 20, 1945. 
'' The Executive Committee of the Communist Party has instructed me 
to approach yo·u with reg~rd to the urgent necessity of measures to· check 
the revival of fascist organisation and activities in this country. 
'' Public opinion has seen with alarm the way in which Mosley and 
his associates have b.een allowed to hold meetings, conduct propaganda 
and announce publishing activities on behalf of the same criminal fascist 
doctrines, for which those responsible are being tried and sentenced to 
death by the courts of the United Nations. 
'' If fascism is a crime in Euro·pe, which the British Military 
Authorities are engaged in suppressing and ro·oting out by every means 
in their power, how can it be permitted in Britain? 
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''Your statement in the. press of December 17: 
' This is a free country, with freedom of speech and political thought, 
and there is nothing we. can do about it.' 
will b~ read with amazement in every European country now engaged in 
stamping out the last vestiges of fascism. It will also be loo·ked upon 
as an insult to every bereaved family in Britain, whose loved ones gave 
their lives to crush fascism. 
'' Further, it is a direct encouragement to the Mosley fascists to 
intensify their activities, and also represents a policy which repeats the 
fatal error of the Weimar Republic, which permitted Hitler to come to 
power. . · 
''The associate of Hitler and Mussolini~Mosley-dares to claim in 
the public press that the war was fought to protect him and his accom-
plices in order to continue their fascist activities. The people did not 
fight this war to win freedom for fascism. They fought the war to win 
freedom from fascism. 
'' We cannot accept a position in which the o·nly countries in Europe 
in which fascism remains legal should be Spain, Portugal and Britain. It 
was not for this the war was f o·ught. 
" We understand you to have stated that the present laws of this 
country do not give you the powers to deal with fascist organisation and 
propaganda. If that were true, it is the more necessary to correct this 
situation at once. 
'' We suggest that you should immediately consult with the Law 
Officers of the Crbwn as to the best methods to bring fascist propaganda 
or organisation to a.n end at o·nce. Pending legislation, we would urge 
that every form of fascist . propaganda or organisation should be treated 
• 
as equivalent to an incitement to a breach of the peace. 
''We urge that immediate legislation should be passed: 
(1) to disqualify all farmer members of the British Union of Fascists 
or similar fascist organisations from political activity (voting, standing 
as candidates, making speeches, ·organising meetings or publishing 
. literature) ; .. 
(2) to lay down that any fascist ·Organisation or organisation which, 
in the judgment of the Home Secretary, is primarily engaged in the 
promulgation of fascist · doctrines shall be declared an unlawful 
association. 
'' The Potsdam Agreement, to which this country is a · signatory, sets 
ouf the, solemn undertaking and obligation incumbent on every signatory 
member: 
: !· ' TO DESTROY THE LAST VESTIGES OF NAZISM AND 
FASCISM.~ .. 
r • 
.. 
.... . , ' 
'' Toleration of ~ -fa:scism in Britain would be a direct violation of 
this solemn agreement and co11trary to the policy of the United Nations . 
. 
~~ . ?Ye, therefore, hope you .will give the most serious consideration to 
our, proposals, and allay the ~ ~ piqf ound disquiet which dominates the 
thoughts of millions ·of British. citizens.~~ .-
• "I_ • -
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LETTER TO LABOUR PARTY 
The following is the text of a letter addressed to Mr. Morgan Phillips, 
Secretary of the Labour Party, by Mr. Harry Pollitt, on behalf of the· 
Executive Committee of the Communist Party:-
. JANUARY 23, 1946. 
Dear Morgan Phillips, 
I am asked by my Executive Committee, in accordance with the 
decision of our recent Party Congre-ss, to place before you the application 
~ of the Communist Party to be affiliated to the Labur Party, and to request 
that this application may be brought before tl1e next conference~ of the 
Labour Party. 
In making this application, my Executive Committee wishes to make 
clear that the c ·ommunist Party will accept ·all obligations under the 
Constitution, Rules and Standing Orders of the Labour Party, would claim 
no rights and privileges other than those already accorded to organisations 
affiliated to the Labour Party, and will work wholeheartedly for the success 
of , the Labour Government and the development of the strength and 
influence of the Labo·ur Party. 
The Constitution of the Labour Party~ desigried to unite all types 
of working-class organisations, whether trade unions, co-operative societies, 
or Socialist organisations and parties, off.ers the o-pportunity to achieve 
unity through affiliation, in accordance with the traditions of the British 
Labour movement. We believe that such affiliation would afford the 
op·portunity· for the special contribution of our Party, with tl1e devotion 
and campaigning enthusiasm of its membership, to· be made in a construc-
tive and helpful fashion to the common tasks of the Labour Movement 
in the co·ming period .. 
During the past year, the experien·ce of the G-eneral Election and the 
establishment of the Labour Government has en1phasised the importance 
of unity of all organisations of the Labour mo·vement. It will be still 
.more essential to strength.en this unity for the crucial test of the next 
General Election. 
The arduous tasks which now lie before the Labour Government require 
the backing of a united Labour movement in order to ensure the fullest 
success against the · a~tempts of Toryism to stage a come-back and against 
the resistance of reactio·n.ary vested interests. 
In particular, the task o.f transferring several large industries from 
private to State ownership, with the necessity of making them successful 
from the standpoint ·Of prcxluctive efficiency, accompanied by greatly-
impro·ved standards for the workers engaged in them, requires the backing· 
of all active trade unionists engaged together in the closest unity. 
,pr_ 
The attempted revival ·of. fascism indicates the paramo·unt importance 
of unity of the working class in order to avoid the divisions in the Labour 
movement, which gave fascism the ,opportunity to reach the stage of 
causing the death of millions ·of working men and women of all countries 
and imperilling the progress 1of democracy througho·ut the world. 
The establishment of the World Trade Union Federation, with the 
active participation of the British Trades Union Congress, and embracing 
seventy million organised w·orkers of all countries, has set a powerful 
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example of co-operation of Communist and ·other working-class representa-
tives for common aims. That unity of the working class, which has thus 
been rec·ognised as necessary and practical in the industrial field, is no 
less necessary in the political field. 
Accordingly, I hope that your Executive will place this application 
before your next annual conference. 
Your fraternally, 
(Signed) HARRY POLLITT. 
THE FOOD CRISIS 
FEBRUARY 13, 1946. 
As early as Feb+ruary, 1945, the Communist Party issued a production 
programme for British agriculture in terms of targ.ets for the 1948 harvest, 
which included the following : -
('000 Acres, England and Wales) 
Direct human 1948 1939 
consumption (Proposed) Actual 
Wheat . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ,000 . . . . . . 1,683 ..... . 
Potatoes . . . . . . . . . . . . 850 . . . . . . 454 ..... . 
Sugar Beet . . . . . . . . . . 420 . . . . . . 337 ..... . 
• Vegetables . . . . . . . . . . 550 . . . . . . 275 ..... . 
Feeding Crops . 
1944 
Actual 
3,066 
981 
420 
450 
Straw Crops . . . . . . . . 3,150 ...... 1,612 ...... 2,970 
Roots and Greens . . 1,500 . . . . . . 858 ...... 1,201 
Livestock 
Dairy Cows . . . . . . . . 3, 750 . . . . . . 2,646 . . . . . . 2,845 
Other Cattle . . . . . . . . 5,750 ...... 4,124 ...... 4,364 
Sheep .............. 15,000 ...... 17,986 ... · ~ · .12,632 
This is the kind ~f priogramme to which British agriculture should 
have been directed, instead of being encouraged by the Tory Minister 
Hudson and the Coalition Government to begin switching over to 
permanent grass and concentration on livestock. 
The w.orld food crisis provides the absolute justification for the figures. 
Present efiorts to defeat starvation will rule o~t the possibility of any 
building up of world stocks for some time, and the crisis cannot but last 
several years. Even before the war 55 per cent more grain was needed to 
meet completely the world's needs than was ever produced. 
The adoption of a production programme on the above lines (and a 
similar one for Scotland) is, therefore, imperative if Britain is to feed its 
own people, and · help mitigate world starvation. 
Labour Supply 
Such measures for the full utilisation of our soil for food production 
will greatly intensify the demand for lab.our. The· whole future of the 
industry depends on an adequate and stable labour force, and for this tl1e 
immediate granting of the workers' claim for a 111inimum wage of £4/10 /-
is a national necessity. The need cannot be met merely by increasing the 
number of prisoners. · 
Proposals for grading of farm workers are a matter for future negotia.-
tion, but can have little immediate effect on the labo·ur supply, and i11 
any case, are no subistitute for an adequate national minimum wage fro1n 
all who work in what · has ~ become our most vita~ industry. 
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Substantial improvements in the wages and conditions are also 
necessary in order to build up the Women's Land Army again into an 
effective force. 
Bold measures must be devised for ensuring a proper response to the 
appeal for voluntary labour for next year's harvest. 
Immediate Steps 
Cropping orders for wheat must be issued at once, to get the .maximum 
po·ssible sowing of spring wheat. The subsidy must be restored to £4, 10r 
to £5 in the case of spring wheat. A promise to increase the price of wheat 
· should be given immediately. Plans must be laid to secure the maximum 
tillage area in 1947 and succeeding harvests. 
These or similar measures were propo,sed by the Communist Party in 
September, and again in N,ovemb'er, 1945, consistently following up the 
protest made when the acreage subsidy on wheat was ·originally reduced by 
Mr. Hudson, the Tory, in the spring. 
A Note on the Figures 
The keysto1ne of the proposals is the ploughing up of all possible 
permanent grass, as f oll1ows : -
('000 Acres, England and W cdes) 
Proposed Achieved 
1948 1939 1944 
~illa~~ ......... . 11,500 6,862 11,615 
Leys ........... . 7,500 2,072 2,973 
Permanent Grass .. 6,000 15,709 9,750 
25,000 24,643 24,338 
While involving a plough-up campaign comparable to that o.f 1940-43, 
this will enable the tillage area to be maintained, including the acreage for 
direct human oo·nsumption, while preserving the fertility of the soil and 
keeping up the yields. 
It should ·be remembered that the yield per acre of the principle 
crops, including wheat, as shown in official figures, ha5 tended to increase 
throughout the war, in spite of the use of alleged unsuitable land and 
increased acreages in the wet western counties, proving our land continues 
in good heart while fully utilised. 
Certain adjustments in the 1945 proposals might ·he desirable. The 
tillage, wheat and potatoe figures co·uld well be stepped up, while the 
livestock figures, after the lapse of 12 months and based on the assumption 
of imports increased sufficiently to keep up the 1944 rati1on of concentrates, 
is probably too high, at any rate for 1948. A more moderate increase in 
milk production might, however, allow for some increases in eggs, poultry 
and pigs. · 
H 1owever this may be, the figures clearly sho,w that any possibility of 
cautious increases in livestock depends on ploughing up mdre grass instead 
of allo,wing the permanent grass to increase at the expense of the arable 
area, as is still happening. 
The discrepancies in the totals are explained by the return of land 
held for military purposes, and impr1ovement of a moderate area ·Of rough 
grazings, to bring them into the arable or permanent grass categ·ory. 
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SPAIN 
FEBRUARY 20, 1946. 
The existence of ' the Franco fascist regime, and the presence on 
Spanish soil 1of po,werful legal and '' illegal " Nazi organisati1o·ns of 
Hitlerites, war criminals, and traitors of all countries, is a menace to the 
peace of the world. 
The support given to the Franco .regime by the British ·Government in 
maintaining diplomatic and extending its commercial relations with Franco 
is, in fact, intervention ·on the side of Franco against the Spanish people, 
and directly conflicts with the solemn agreements entered into by our 
Government when it declared at Crimea its intention '' that the military, 
political, and moral defeat of fascism all over the world will be achieved." 
We therefore demand the breaking-off .of all diplo·matic relati1ons, 
togeth.er with the breaking of all commercial treaties with Franco. No 
more ships must sail from this country carrying supplies of lorries, 
machinery, coal or 'other materials for Franco. 
All Franco consulates, centres of fascist propaganda, should be closed. 
We demand the handing over without delay of all war criminals, Nazi and 
Italian fascists, and traitors of all other countries. 
We call o·n ·our Government to intervene in order to save from death 
Spanish patriots like Santiago Alvarez, Sebastian Zaparain, Ramon Vias, 
Fernandez, _Nunez and Christino Garcia, who, struggling for the liberty 
of Spain, are fighting for pea·ce and democracy all over the world. 
We urge ;our Govem.ment to give the right of asylum t,o refugee 
Republicans. · 
This Executive pledges itself to do everything possible to ro·uSe the 
Labour and Trade Union moveme:nt as well as the whole people of 
Britain to exercise the necessary pressure o·n our Go·vemment to realise 
these pro·posals. 
TO THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN 
MARCH 2, 194611 
Urgent and grave pro·blem~ now face the British people. Working-
class and democratic unity was the driving force that won the war against 
fascism, and led to Labour's election victories in the Parliamentary and 
Local Government electi,ons. We are certain that this same unity can 
and will solve the present difficulties. · 
But there is no1 time to lose in facing the present emergency. The 
people are loo·king to the 1Govemment for decisive action and leadership, 
both in solving the proble·ms arising out of the war, and in overcoming 
the resistance of the vested interests. 
lm1mediate Needs 
At home there is a shortage of goods the people urgently need in 
their homes. ' The coal crisis is extremely serious. There is immediate 
need ·Of greater food supplies. The conversi·on ·of war industry to peace-
time production lags behind what ought to be achieved. The key 
industries particularly need more man-po·wer, while unemployment is rising, 
especially in the f.ormer depressed areas. · The building oif new houses has 
hardly begun. .. 
A speedy increase of production for exports is necessary, in order to 
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procure the food and raw materials required and to avoid the danier .of 
lower standards for the ·peo.ple. 
The unity of Britain, America and the Soviet Union, which won the 
war, is the only guarantee oif lasting peace. But this unity is being 
endangered by a foreign policy which is undermining friend.ship with the 
Soviet Union. 
Our resources a11d man-power are. being wasted in backing 
reactionaries abroad, and in pr1otecting capitalist interests against the 
people of India and other colonial countries, who are determined to win 
their freedom. 
The whole reactionary foreign and colonial policy is sapping the 
confidence of the workers .and weakening the drive for increased 
production. 
Eme·rgency Program·me 
The Communist Party believes that the Labour Government must at 
once put in hand an emergency programme to meet the present situation, 
a pro·gramme that will rally the fo·rces 10f democracy at home and abro·ad . 
and crusl1 the resistance ·Of the vested interests. 
While recognising the great econ·omic and social measures upon which 
the Government· has - embarked, the. Communist Party believes that the 
present emergency situation rquires emergency measures. 
It therefore places the following prop·osals before th.e British people 
as those best calculated to solve. the difficulties now confronting the nation. 
A National Plan 
First and foremost, the Go·vernment must have a plan for meeting the 
present emergency. Let it publish the industries which are going to have 
priority for materials and man-power for both immediate producti·on and 
the modernisation of industry, and then carry this plan through regardless 
of vested interests. 
Nationalisation and reorganisation must be speeded up, and new 
indt1stries and factories established at once in the former depressed are·as. 
A great political campaign should be organised by t-he Government 
for increased production, to get more coal, food, houses and consumers' 
goods, just as they were organised during the war to get ships, tanks 
and planes. 
· Let the Government take the workers into its confidence. If this • 
is done, then even whe.n the Essential Work Order is abolished in certain 
industries, wo,rkers will be anxious to remain in essential industries while 
perhaps changing their employers. 
Once the ·workers understand and have confidence in what is being 
done, a new fighting spirit will manifest itself. W1o'fkers . will be ready 
to volunteer for the key sec to-rs of the productiion front as they did once 
for the battle fro,nt. Then we shall see the rapid strides which can be 
taken to 1overco:me Britain's ·present difficulties, and swift progress made 
towards a strong, free and ·happ·y Britain. 
Man-Power 
An effective plan is needed for the use 1of the skill and man-power 
available. ~ 
More workers are needed for essential industries, especially for mining, 
agriculture and housini. Ther~.f ore, these industries ·should have priorities 
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in materials and man-power. Employers in industries not on the priority 
list should be prevented fr,om taking on workers· needed elsewhere. 
Conditions in the key industries must be improved. This requires a new 
policy of higher wages ; shorter hours, holidays with pay ; a guaranteed· 
minimum wage of £4 10s. per ·week, equal pay for equal work; . and ending 
the scandal of low paid jobs for women. 
Joint Production Committees can be ma.de a great success if they 
. are given legal rig,hts to obtain all the information they require, and full 
backing f OT their proposals. 
Only in this way can the full confidence of the workers be won, the 
key industries organised to attract new labour to them, and increased 
pr·oduction secured. 
Demobilisation 
While fulfilling Britain's responsibilities to the United Nations and 
in the occupation of Germany and Japan, it is possible on the basis of a 
dem·ocratic foreign policy for a drastic speed-up in demobilisation to be 
carried through. . 
Bring British troops home from Indonesia, lndo-China, Abyssinia, 
Egypt, Syria and the Lebanon, Italy and 1Greece. 
An immediate democratic settlement with India, Bur.ma and Malaya 
would also make it possible to bring home our troo·ps from there. 
It is the duty of the Government at once to· release from the Forces 
large numbers of men and wo·men, so that industry may ,obtain the man.:. 
power it so urgently needs for the producti1on of coal, houses, food, and 
other esseJttial needs of the nation at home and abroad . 
. 
Food and Agriculture 
The food shortage is a world problem. But Britain has a contribution 
to make. Every acre of available land must be brought into cultivation to 
produce the food the people need. Especially must the wheat acreage 
be immediately increased, and the wheat subsidy rest1ored to the figure 
of £4. The farm workers must ·be granted the £4 10s. minimum wage 
at once. 
What food we have must go to those who need it most. The children 
and workers in heavy industry must have first claims. More drastic 
measures should be taken to curtail the activities ·Of the Black Market . 
. N·o more fines, but heavy terms of penal servitude for its organisers. 
Coupons for all meals taken in hotels and high-priced restaurants should 
be taken, so as to end the one-sided character of the sacrifices which 
have to be made by the workers as compared with the rich. 
Such a policy would e·voke the warmest supp·ort from the people 
and ensure prompt economies and the avoidance of waste. 
A Democratic Foreign Policy 
An immediate change is needed in Britain's .foreign policy. What is 
required is a policy which seeks the clo·sest co-operation with the Soviet 
Union and the new democratic Europe, and the liberation of the colonial 
countries, as the basis fo,r the effective working of the United Natio.ns. 
Break with Franco· Spain. End support of reaction in 'Greece. 
Disband the Polish Army under General Anders. 
Alongside this new policy should go a thorough clean-up of the 
Foreign Office, so that all responsible positio,ns at home and abroad are 
held by trusted w1orking-class representatives. 
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International Econontlc Co-operation 
If we are .to avoid the danger of a new world economic crisis at the 
end of a short-lived trade replacement boom, it is vital that new forms of 
international economic co-operation shall be organised. 
Here again, the closer the political understanding we have with the 
Soviet Union, the new Euro·pe and the freed colonial peoples, the . greater 
become the chances of fruitful fields of economic co-operation. . 
British locomotives, ships, machinery, textiles, motoT transport, railway, 
electrical and chemical equipment of all kinds are urgently required by the 
nations of the Europe which fascism devastated. Vast continents like India 
cry aloud for the things Britain can supply. The goods the peoples 
abr·oad so urgently need are precisely those which our workers are the 
most skilled in producing. We can supply them· and get in exchange the 
goods most needed for Britain's economic recovery, and this will lead to 
ever expanding trade and a rising standard 1of living, both for them and 
for us. 
A Great Chance 
The difficulties facing us are great, but so are the -opportunities. The 
victory over fascism, and Labour's political victories ·over the Tories, have 
brought a new outlook and confidence to the British people. They are 
determined to end fo·r all time the domination of the Tories in Parliament, 
industry, agri~ulture and finance. 
But the principal responsibility rests upon the organised working class. 
It has it in its power to set the example. We are confident it will do 
so to the full. But it will be in a stronger positio·n to lead the natio·n to 
complete success, if it now unites its own ranks. The affiliation of the 
Communist · Party to the Labour Party would be a great step in this 
direction, and would also lead to an all-round strengthening of every 
section of the Labour movement. 
The Communist Party pledges its full support in all efforts to solve 
Britain's present difficulties, believing that in do1ing so· it will win the 
support of all the best and most progressive people of the nation, who 
wish to see social progress, economic reorganisati1on, lasting friendship and 
peace with the So·viet Union and the peoples of the United Nations made 
secure for all time. 
THE GREEK ELECTIONS 
Statement sent to the Foreign Secretary 
MARCH 19, 1946. 
The Executive Committe ,of th.e Communist Party requests the Govern-
ment to accede to1 the demand of the Greek anti-fascist, Labour and 
progressive movement to postpone the General Election in Gr~ece, so that 
it can be held u~der conditio·ns which guarantee the possibility ,of the 
people as a whole registering their votes freely, and without the menace of 
the prevailing fascist terro·r. 
It warns the Government that it will bear the chief responsibility for 
the · outcome of this mockery of a free General Election if it insists 
against the will o.f the Greek people and their representatives, on carrying 
it through on March 31. 
The Communist Party calls· upon the entire Labour and progressive 
movement in Britain to insist upon a postponement of the Greek elections, 
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so that they may take place under conditions that we ·claim as a right 
for ourselves. 
REPLY _TO LABOUR PARTY EXECUTIVE 
APRIL 5, 1946. 
The statement issue.d by the Labour Party Executive, in connection 
with the Communist Party's application for affiliation, avoids the great 
issue of principle raised by the C·ommunist Party-THE UNITY OF THE 
WORKING CLASS. 
The experience of the working class has shown its weakness in the 
face of the e11emy when its ranks are divided. That is why the oldest 
slogan of the movement is '' Unity i~ Strength." This unity is no less 
essential when, as the statement observes, Labour has been elected to 
power with an overwhelming majority. 
This electoral victory represented a triumph for the working class. 
The propaganda campaigns and activity of the Communist Party were vital 
factors in bringing about the defeat of the Tories, as hundreds of Labour 
candidates and agents will testify. 
But the fight against Toryism has not ended with the General Election. 
The hardest tasks of the Labour Go:vernment now b·egin as vested interests 
and big business rally their strength to att~ck nationalisation, to hold up 
the great programme of social advance, to· sabotage the fight for produc-
tion, and to hold down wages and working-class standards. 
The war has been won, but fascism and imperialism are not destroyed, 
peace is n'€>t yet secure. Churchill's notorious speech calling for an Anglo-
American block against the Soviet Union, the campaign to misuse the 
United Nations for that purpose, the bolstering up of Franco· Spain-all 
show the tremend1ous struggle that has yet to ·be waged to get peace, 
·progre.ss and better conditions of life, and to ensure the advance to 
Socialism. Success in this struggle depends on unity at home and friend-
ship with socialist and progressive governments abroad. 
I-Iundreds ·of th1ousands of the best of the Labour movement have 
realised this need for unity. Already 170 1of the most influential leaders 
of the British Trade Union Mo·vement have signed a statement supporting 
Communist affiliation. Who are these leaders? Men like Jack Tanner, 
Will Lawther, Arthur Horner and others-people with a lifetime of service 
in the movement, people who lead decisive sections of Labour's best 
st1pporters, the engineers, miners, railwaymen and others. 
Instead of dealing with the need for unity and a sustained fight 
against tQ.e vested interests which stand in the way of Labour's programme, 
the statement issued by the Lab•our Party Executive ·produces a series of 
red herrings to divert attention friom this central iss11e. 
What are the accusations levelled· against the Communist Party? 
1. That we are anti-de11'1ocratic, that we are out for dictatorship. 
The Communist Party figl1ts for Socialism, which will ,o.nly be realised 
by the democratic will of the British ,people. In the constitution of the 
Party·, we declare that we shall: -
'' Work to preserve, develop and utilise to the fullest extent the 
democratic rights of public speech, press, assembly, organisation, 
representation in Parliament, Local . Government and other public 
bodies, in order to advance the best interests of the people and secure . 
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a Government truly representative of the majority of the nation.'' 
But if ever the capitalist class uses force against the democratic will 
of the people, the working class will use all the power at its disposal to 
defeat such an attack. The experience of the working class-for example 
in Spain-shows that this is necessary. ' 
Who are undemocratic? Not the Communists, but those sections of 
the Labour Party Executive who · deny Communist Trade Unionists the 
same rights within the movement as other workers paying the Political Levy. 
The Labour Party Executive, while talking about '' freedom of thought 
and con·science '' in the movement, has consistently taken action against 
the Left within the movement. Not only were Cripps and Pritt expelled, 
but even entire Labour Party organisations threatened and dealt with in 
this way. 
By lopping off the Left, the Executive have sought to, establish a 
dictatorship of the Right within the movement. 
2. The Labour Party Executive's Statement repeats the Churchill 
charge that the Communist Party is the '' tool of Moscow." 
Such an assertion is Paseless and cannot bear examination. 
The Communist Party is composed of leading members of the British 
working class with a lifetime of struggle for the interests of the British 
workers, and a rank and file of which any party could be proud. 
Our record is : open to examination by all. It is one of ceaseless 
struggle for our people, whether it be in the days of the unemployment 
struggle, the fight on rent and wages, the glorious struggle in Spain, the 
battle against Mosley, or the fight for colonial freedom; we have struggled 
for the health, happiness and future of our people-for our industries 
and our agriculture. We always have fought, and always will, for the 
British people. . 
It is to be noted that the Labour Party Executive presents itself as 
always the best friend of Russia. Has it forgotten the official Labour 
Party publications dealing with Finland and the eager acceptance of every 
anti-Soviet slander by a section of the Labour leadership? We 
Communists are .proud of the part we have played in combating anti-Soviet 
propaganda and in urging, in the best interests of Britain and the British 
Labour movement, the closest friendship with Socialist Russia. Like very 
many members of the Labour Party, we . are profoundly disturbed. at 
tendencies in the Labour Party leadership leading to a hostile attitude to 
Russia, which we consider can result in serious danger to the interests 
of the British working class. 
Our Party is proud of being internationalist in its outlook, because 
only such an outlook -is in harmony with the real interest of the British 
working class. · __ 
We are doing what the Labour Party Executive ought . to be doing-
supporting the real struggle - of the people · against capitalism and 
imperialism, for example, in Greece, Spain and Indonesia. 
It was because we stand four-square for the interests of the British 
people that the Communists were not afraid to speak out fearlessly against 
the imperialist and pro-fascist intrigues of the Munichites in the early 
stages of the war. 
As for the mean, slanderous statement about sabotage of the war 
efiort, not one iota of evidence is, or can be, advanced . 
. 
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3. The Labour Party Executive continu~J to repeat, without a shred 
of evidence, that the Communist Party is out to destroy the 
Labour movement from within and to work for the fall of the 
Labour Government. 
On the ' contrary, the Communist Party, along with other sections of 
the Labour movement, strives to rally a determined, united and active 
working class for the defeat of capitalism and the advance to Socialism. 
Every proposal on policy, whether on foreign or home affairs, 
advanced by the Communist Party since Labour came to power, has been 
designed to strengthen the Labour movement and the Labriur Government 
and speed the successful carrying through of its programme. Mr. Shin well 
cannot accuse Arthur Homer or Abe Moffat of di~rupting Labour's plan 
for the mines; they have been his strongest supporters in ·rallying the 
miners for the fight. This is only one example of what the Communist 
Party is doing everywhere, particularly· in the factories. 
Our Party policy on wages, on food and agriculture, on the American 
Loan, on the transition from war to peace, on Greece, Spain, the Soviet 
Union and foreign affairs, if carried through, could enormously strengthen 
the position of the Government and speed its success. 
It is claimed by the Labour Party Executive that we want the defeat 
of the Government to introduce our own '' dictatorship." Such a fantastic 
charge will not bear a moment's examination. We want the success of 
the ·Government in order to defeat capitalism. 
The danger is not the non-existent threat of a Communist dictatorship, 
but that the Government may succumb to capitalist pressure at borne and, 
because of a wrong foreign policy, make Britain dependent on American 
im~rialism abroad. 
4. A caricature of what would happe1i if the Communist Party was 
affiliated is then advanced by the Labour Party Executive. 
The answer to it is simple for every Labour Party member to test. 
In every trade union where the membership have elected Communists 
to positions of trust and responsibility, trade union membership has 
increased, the organisation and authority of the union been strengthened 
and thousands of new members won to pay the · Political Levy. The 
Communists .have ceaselessly striven to bring the unions into closest work-
ing partnership with the Labour Government. It would be entirely the 
same in the Labriur Party if the Communist Party was affiliated. 
The Executive themselves do not believe their own scare stories 
of engineered quarrels, secret caucuses, etc. They know that the 
Communist Party would make its contribution not only in words but in 
deeds to unify and strengthen the movement locally and nationally and. 
fight for the fulfilment of Labour's programme. · 
It is not the Communists, but a section of the Labour Party leader-
ship, that seeks to defy the dCmocratic wishes of the membership of the 
Labour Party. It is they who have suggested that decisions in support 
of affiliation democratically arrived by affiliated unions should be ignored, 
and that a new artificial barrier to unity in the way of a constitutional 
amendment should be adopted. 
All these hysterical charges made against the Communist Party are 
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only the cover for avoiding the real issue of the unity of the working 
class, the neceS-Sity for which is increasingly being understood by the 
membership of the Labour Party. 
It is the k~owledge that, on its merits, affiliation would be carried 
by the movement that has caused the Labour Party Executive to launch 
its campaign of fantastic charges and misrepresentation. 
Now, when some of the most important Trade Unions in Britain are 
supporting affiliation, the Labour Party Executive seeks to maintain its 
threatened power by proposals to change the constitution of the Labour 
Party, established by the founders of the movement. In its attack on· 
the Communist Party, and in its reply to the l.L.P., the Labour Party 
Executive states that the Labour Party is no longer a federation and that 
socialist parties can no longer be affiliated. 
For the Labour Party Executive to try suddenly to put through a 
change of rules to alter the traditional basis of the Labour Party, without 
any adequate exchange of opinion and discussion within the movement, 
is to do precisely what it falsely accuses the Communist Party of doing. 
Every trade union will see this as the thin end of the wedge directed not 
only against socialist parties, but to paving the way to a refusal to allow 
the trade unions their political rights within the movement. 
From its earliest days, the Labour Party constitution has always 
depended on and allowed for affiliated socialist societies, which helped 
to develop socialist thought within the movement. The Independent 
Labour Party and the British Socialist Party were two such organisations 
in the past. Today, with 3,000,000 members and Labour in power, the 
need for this socialist thought, propaganda and activity, is more vital 
than ever before. 
It is this part which the Communist Party should be playing at present, 
if it were not excluded fron1 the Labour Party by the policy of the Right~ 
many of whom are afraid of Socialism. The Communist Party can fulfil 
this role precisely because it is a Socialist Party able to carry on con-
centrated propaganda and activity, animated by scientific principles of 
socialism, proved more correct with every passing day. 
It is this activity which is the very backbone of the movement., and 
the idea that the Communist Party should dissolve is only put forward 
by those who are afraid of socialist thought within the movement. 
We aSk. every member of the Labour Party and of its affiliated 
organisations to judge the Communist Party's application for affiliation, 
not on the basis of attacks that are only intended to confuse the movement, 
but in relation to the following questions, which put the substance of the· 
• 1ssue:-
1. Is it not time to end the division in the working class? 
2. Is it not time that Communist Party members, with records un-
surpassed in the Trade Union Movement, should enjoy the same political 
rights as other members? 
3. Is it not time that the energy and ability of the Communist Party, 
widely acknowledged throughout the movement, was allowed to make its 
organised contribution within the movement? 
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4. Is it not time to unite the whole working-class movement for the 
fight against Tory reaction, instead· of campaigning against the Communist 
Party? 
MAY DAY MANIFESTO 
Forward Against Capitalism , 
After six May Days of war, the working people of Britain and the 
world celebr~te on May Day, 1946, the utter defeat of the military power 
of fascism in Germany,- together with its allies in Italy and Japan. The 
defeat of fascism has brought a great democratic advance of the peoples. 
In country after country in Europe there ·has been the victory of the 
working-class parties, the growth of unity, big industries taken o~er to 
serve the people, the rule of the landlords ended. In the colonial countries 
the national movements have reached new heights, threatening the last 
strongholds of imperialism. The Socialist Soviet Union stands stronger 
than ever, defender of all · democratic, peace-loving forces, ab·out to embark 
on a great ·new Five-Year Plan of socialist construction. 
In Britain, .the working people have achieved a new pinnacle of 
strength. The Labour Government, in power with a large majority, and 
consolidated by many Labour and Communist successes in the local 
elections, is in a strong position to put speedily into effect the electoral 
programme for which the people voted at the ·General Election last year. 
Workers of Britain, you have great achievements to your credit, but 
you now need to secure and speed up your ad·vance by making great new 
inroads into the power of capitalism and not fall behind the advances 
of the people of Europe. 
On the Home Front 
We are not producing houses quickly enough, not getting sufficient 
quantities of coal to meet all needs, not converting wartime industries with 
the speed necessary. We are desperately short of man-power, yet the 
unem.ployed figures are rising ominously in the former depressed areas 
of Scotland, Wales and the North-East. The ·Government campaign for 
increased production so that we speedily build millions of new houses, 
produce more coal, consumers' goods, can only be accomplished by attack-
ing the monopolists and putting the trusted representatives of the Trade 
Unions and Co-operatives in the ,key position of controls. 
Nationalisation of the mining, transport and steel industries requires 
to be speeded up. The Government must recognise that any plan to 
meet the crisis, reorganise other industries, and establish new ones in the 
previous depressed areas, can only be effective if it ruthlessly attacks (he 
privileged capitalist class in Britain. Increase the taxes on the rich. 
Raise wages for the workers. Equal pay for equal work for wo~en. 
· End landowners' robbery ; take the land for housing. End excessive 
compensation. Grow more food; pay the agricultural workers their 
£4 I 10 I-. Give food priorities to the children and workers in heavy 
industry. 
f ·oreign Policy· 
During the war ·this country was pledged with the Soviet Union and 
America to continue the struggle against fascism until its social, moral and 
political roots has been completely destroyed. This requires a drastic 
change in the present foreign policy of the Government. Break off all 
relations, diplomatic and economic, with Franco, recognise the Giral 
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Government, and help the people of Spain in their fight to end Franco. 
End the support to Royalist reaction in Greece. Withdraw the troops from 
Indonesia. Immediate independence for India. Above all, our Govern-
ment has to change its policy towards the Soviet Union. We need political 
friendship and trade with the U.S.S.R. The Foreign Ministers' 
Conference will be a success if the British Government is made aware 
that the British workers demand a policy of friendship with Russia now. 
Fight' ·for international economic co-operation based on better political 
understanding and recognition of the need for a rising standard of living, 
not only for us in Britain, but for the other peoples throughout the world. 
Hundreds of millions of people throughout the world, in Europe, India 
and China are faced with a famine that threatens to add millions more 
to the war dead. On the basis of international co-operation and equitable 
distribution of the world's food supplies this problem can be tackled in a 
way that will save millions of lives. 
Unity on May Day 
In every country unity will be the keynote of May Day. United we 
stand, divided we fall! During every May Day since Tom Mann and his 
colleagues organised the first demonstration 57 years ago, that slogan has 
been given out from hundreds of thousands of platforms. 
In the war against fascism the working class united its ranks nationa.Jly 
and internationally ·and won a great victory. In the stress and flames of 
war it forged a new United World Trade Union Federation. In Britain· 
it wiped out the Black Circular and strengthened both the Trade Councils 
and the Trade Unions. Political unity of Labour is the overriding issue 
that faces the working class of Britain this May Day. Every Tory 
reactionary and every capitalist newspaper in the land is calling for the 
defeat of Communist affiliation to the Labour Party, and applauding any 
success for the exponents of disunity in Labour ranks. Never was there 
such· unity among the enemies of Labour of every brand, or such 
hypocritical concern and good wishes for Labour's future if only it will 
reject the Communists. Well do they realise the danger to their plans 
that unity, when accomplished, will mean. 
\\'·orking Men and Women of Britain! 
Produce and carry through the national plan for nationalising and 
reorganising the key industries, to grow food, build millions of new houses 
and raise the people's living standards! 
Speed up demobilisation and provide jobs and new industries for the 
former depressed areas. · 
Root out the fascists in Britain and make anti-Semitism and race 
hatred a criminal offence. 
For a democratic foreign policy in closest co-operation with the Soviet 
Union and ·the new democratic Europe. 
Freedom for India, Indonesia, Burma and all oppressed peoples. 
Break off diplomatic relations with Franco. Recognise the Giral 
Government. 
Withdraw British support for reaction in Greece. 
Strengthen and build the Communist Party, the Vanguard Party of 
the British workers never so necessary as it is today. Close the ranks 
of Labour by the affiliation of the Communist Party to the Labour Party .. 
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- FORWARD TO THE OFFENSIVE AGAINST CAPITALISM IN 
BRITAIN I 
WORKERS OF BRITAIN, FIGHT FOR A UNITED LABOUR 
MOVEME~IT! 
WORKERS OF ALL LANDS, UNI'IE t 
UNITY IN ACTION 
]UNB 16, 1946. 
The rejection of the Communist Party's application for affiliation by 
the Labour Party Conference at Bournemouth took place after a campaign 
of calumny, misrepresentation and distortion such as has never before 
been known in the history of the Labour movement. The decision can 
encourage only the enemies of Labour, who now feel themselves stronger 
to prevent the working class from achieving its demands, and who are 
bent on world domination, even though this policy may mean a new war. 
It is for this reason that the rejection of affiliation has been hailed by 
Churchill, the Tory press and the bitterest enemies of the common people 
all over the world. 
The Conference, in spite of its congratulatory stocktaking of the pro-
gressive achievements of the Laliour Government- nationalisation, the 
Health Service, the repeal of the Trade Union Act, etc.- could not dispel 
the deep concern of the rank and file regarding many aspects of its 
domestic policy, but, above all, of the disastrous foreign policy. 
The foreign policy of the Labour Government has bro11ght the country 
to the stage where there is a serious danger of a complete collapse of 
Allied unity. This is the plight to which the unconcealed antagonism of 
the Labour leaders to the Soviet Union, the new democratic Europe, and 
to Communism has brought the British people. 
This policy is making a reality of the Anglo-American bloc, first 
proposed by Churchill, which necessarily involves the breakdown of the 
United Nations Organisation and, in place of international co-operation, 
the economic dependence of Britain upon American capitalism, which can 
result in mass unemployment at the end of the present trade boom, and 
a new world war. · 
The widespread uneasiness of the Labour movement over the composi-
tion of the Nationalisation Boards, over the appeal for the '' best brains '' 
from the capitalists instead of working-class representation and control, 
over the excessive compensation contemplated, is equalled only by the 
alarm of the workers over rising prices, fares, rents and the continued 
delay in providing houses, combined with the inactivity of the Government 
in ending luxury feeding and the Black Market in the midst of the food 
• • 
cns1s. 
· The Bournemouth Conference did not seriously discuss these grave 
questions. Nevertheless they must be discussed, for on their solution 
depends the success of the workers' demands. The lack of an overall 
economic plan to meet Britain's . serious position was covered over by 
Morrison's complacent panegyric on reconversion. The vicious anti .. 
Communism of the Labour leaders can only bring increasing co-operation 
with capitalism at home and abroad at the expense of the working class, 
and the hinl-s and suggestions of the Tories regarding coalition with 
Labour on foreign affairs are but its logical expression. 
The Communist Party warns the · entire Labour movement of the 
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danger which now confronts the British people as a consequence of this 
policy. It can only result in a betrayal of the programme for which the 
country voted ar the General Election and a strengthening of Tory reaction. 
The Communist Party will work as never before ; for an end to the 
present reactionary foreign policy. For peace and f1iendship with the 
Soviet Union and democratic Europe, · and against the exclusive Anglo-
American alliance with its danger of new wars. This is the only Pasis 
on which the unity of Britainj the Soviet Union and America and real 
international co-operation can be built, the problem of Germany solved 
and world peace assured. 
We will fight for the carrying out of the P·otsdam Agreement, which 
means denazification, the removal of the Junkers and big industrialists by 
the breaking up of the great ~tates and industries as has already been 
done in the Soviet zone. British labour must refuse support for Byrnes' · 
effort to wreck the economy of the Danubian States by the penetration of 
American capital and the holding up of the Danube shipping as a means 
of securing this aim. The Twenty Years Treaty with the Soviet U11ion 
must be made a reality through real co-operation with the Soviet Union 
and the new, progressive goYernments of Europe, thus avoiding Britain·s 
dependence on ruthless American monopoly capitalism and isolation from 
every democratic force in Europe. 
We will fight for the withdrawal of British troops from India and for 
independence for the Indian people. For the withdrawal of troops from 
Indonesia and Greece. For an end· to ·concessions to Big Business. We 
will demand that Labour uses its power to make nationalisation successful 
and secures the increased production the nation needs by the co-operation 
and promotion of workers to key positions of control and responsibility. 
We demand that it uses its emergency powers to proclaim an economic 
plan and to direct industry to former distressed areas. 
We demand that the Government ends luxury feeding. Jails the 
black marketeers. Organises increased production of crops for human 
food. 
Fully · and speedily operates the Education Act and gives equal 
opportunity to all children. Halts rising prices by vigorous control and 
action against employers' profits. Adopts a policy of higher wages and 
equal pay for equal work. Increases taxation on the rich and reduces it 
on the poor. Stops the increase in fares. 
Speeds up the housing drive .h'Y smashing the building ring, by ending 
black market building and repairs and by reducing building costs and 
providing adequate housing subsidies. Rents must not be increased. 
Fascist activity and propaganda must be stamped out. -
The Communist Party calls for a nation-wide campaign of meetings, 
demonstrations and mass activity to rally the working class to achieve 
these demands. It expresses its readiness to work in unity with all 
sections of the Labour movement to fight for this policy, and in every 
daily struggle against capitalism. 
Despite Bournemouth, unity of the working class is still the supreme 
issue unity against all employers' attacks in the workshops, the Tories 
and · world reaction. It expresses its full confidence that this unity will 
triumph in spite of the opposition of the Labour leaders, who seem to be 
more concerned with preserving capitalism than fighting for Socialism. 
In the months that lie ahead the Communist · Party will devote the 
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time, energy and fighting ability of every member and Party organisation 
to achieve these aims. We call on every supporter to join the Party 
now, to strengthen its influence in every factory, depot, pit, shipyard, tow11 
and village. We shall redouble our efforts to build stronger trade union, 
factory and co-operative organisations, with full protection for the shop 
stewards to face the big struggles ahead. 
We shall undertake the most extensive preparation to achieve the 
maximum number of candidates in the coming November Municipal 
Elections so that every important local auth·ority can be strengthened with 
8_ group of Communist Councillors fighting for the people. 
The Bournemouth Conference has not ended the fight. The deep 
desire of the working class for a united Labour movement has received ~ 
temporary set-back. We shall go forward with new determination and 
resolve to build and strengthen the Communist Party to continue this 
fight until the unity of the working class is finally established. We call 
upon the workers in the factories, town and countryside to join the 
Communist Party on the basis of its fighting policy against capitalism and 
for Socialism, the only final solution of every problem before us today. 
FOR PEACE IN PALESTINE 
The Political Committee of the Communist Party has issued the fallowing 
statement:-
JULY 6, 1946. 
The Communist Party believes that every decent person is deeply 
shocked that after millions of Jews .have been killed by the fascists and 
thousands of displaced Jews still languish in camps in the British and 
American zones in Germany, and have not yet been allowed into the free 
countries, the Jews in Palestine are now being attacked by order of the 
British Government. 
Every British man and woman must understand the meaning and 
effect of this attack. Giving as its reason the acts of terrorism perpetrated 
in recent months, the British authorities have arrested, without charge, some 
3 ,000 Jews, including leaders of the Palestine Jewish Community. Jewish 
Agency, Trade Union and Co-operative leaders alike have all been dragged 
into custody. These men and women occupy the same positions and 
command the same respect, in Palestine, as the leaders of similar organisa-
tions do in Britain. · 
In Britain, there is deep bitterness that a Labour Government should 
be the first in the world, foil owing the defeat of Hitler, to strike a blow 
against the Jewish people. The whole world is alarmed that this ·Govern-
ment is adopting measures in Palestine similar to those used by past Tory 
Governments in its despotic rule of colonial peoples. 
While we deprecate the acts of terrorism, which do not serve the 
best interests of the Jewish people, the Government must realise that these 
measures against innocent men and women· cannot but aggravate an already 
serious situation. 
We urge the Government immediately to · release the arrested men and 
w·omen, or prefer charges against them. 
It is neither in the interests of Britain, the Jews, or the Arabs, that 
British forces should be led into a colonial war in Palestine. The situation 
today, unless it is satisfactorily cleared, threatens the peace of the Middle 
East and is, therefore, a threat to the peace of the· world. · 
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Palestine must become an i11dependent State, safegQardi11g the interests 
of Jew and Arab alike. We, therefore, call upon the Government to 
refer this question immediately to the United Nations Organisation. 
Britain and America ·O·we a debt to the displaced Jews who have 
suffered so much in Hitler's concentration camps, and who, still without a · 
home, are languishing in camps under British and American administration. 
While preparing the ground for a free and independent Palestihe of 
Jew and Arab, which would welcome new citizens into its country, Britain 
and America must open their gates to these . distressed people. Britain 
is allowi11g 190,000 Poles, most of whom are fascists, free entry into this 
country. Surely it can give free entry to what would be a far smaller 
num.ber of the Jewish victims of fascism. 
GREECE 
AUGUST 2, 1946. 
The Executive Committee of the Communist Party expresses its horror 
at the new wave of terror which is no\v sweepi11g through Greece. The attacks 
on the Trade Unions, the shameful murder of Greek a11ti-fascists, the 
continued arrests and searches ·of innocent peo·ple's homes and premises 
has reached a stage where it is the bound.en d11ty of all the Labour 
and progressive organisations in Britain to n1ake their voice heard. 
It would be impossible for the Tsaldaris dictatorship to carry out 
such a dreadf11l policy 10f repression if it were not f o·r the support of the 
Labour Government, and in particular, b'ecause Tsaldaris believes he has · 
the full support of Mr. Bevin. · 
We demand that the Labour Government immediately uses its inffuence 
in Greece to end the terror,. bring its troops home, and let it be known 
that only the genuine anti-fascist elements in Greece can count upon · the 
st1pport of British Democracy. 
INDIAN TROOPS IN PERSIA 
AUGUST 10, 1946. 
The dispatch of Indian troops to Basra is an open threat to Persian 
i11dependence and the Persian Government. 
After all the slande-r campaign which was engi11eered by Western 
reactionaries at the time of the U.N.O. Council! to accuse the Soviet lJ11ion 
of pressure on Persia, it is now British policy which is openly using 
methods of militarY coercion to inte1iere in the P.ersian internal politics. 
· It is intolerable that Indian troops sh-ould be used for this purpose 
to hinder the freedom of a neighbouring country against the wishes of 
the Indian people. 
The Foreign Office note has publicly declared that the object of 
these military measures is to uphold the interests of the British oil 
monopoly in Persia. 
The dispatch of troops as well as the- dispatch of a cruiser to Persian 
waters is intended to coerce the workers employed by the Anglo-Persian 
Oil Company who have been striking to improve their misera:Ole conditions. 
It follows immediately on the inclusion of members of the Tudeh Party, 
the popular democratic party of the Persian pe·ople, in the Persian Govern-
ment. The Persian Government has officially protested against this 
aggressive military measure. 
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This interference is the most shameless aggressive imperialism on 
behalf of big oil monopolies against the freedom of a small country. 
Persia must not become another ·Greece. We demand the immediate 
withdrawal of troops from Basra and an end of interference in Persian 
internal politics . 
• EDUCATION ACT 
SEPTEMBER 2. 1946. 
,, 
Statements by ministerial representatives during the recent debates 011 
Teachers' Training and the estimates appear to show that the Government 
is excluding from immediate and post-war priorities some of the most 
important and necessary democratic reforms envisaged by the Act. 
By September, 1948, we are told, two aims will be achieved, the raising 
of the school-leaving age to 15 and the provision of a comprehensive free 
meals and milk service. ln addition; 8,000 more teachers will be available 
and this increase will assist in reducing the size of classes. 
It is, however, when we come to examine the " main tasks " for the 
period after 1948 (better buildings, county colleges, and some major 
colleges for further education), as announced by the Minister, that we 
begin to see how far ministerial aims fall short of the reforms provided for 
in the Act. 
Nursery Education 
No mention was made of the under fives, thus 1111rsery development 
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seems to be excluded from the post-1948 scheme of priorities. While it 
may b·e th~t nursery schools and classes are provided for in development 
, plans, nevertheless, it seems clear that with the present heavy burdens on 
the Local Education Authorities we cannot look forward to a comprehen-
sive nursery system until Government policy is altered, and the issue 
pressed. 
Secondary Education 
The raisi11g of the school-leaving age to 16 has long been regarded 
as an essential reform, the necessary prerequisite of a second .education 
which could be enjoyed by all. Yet this is not incl11ded in the " main 
tasks " of the post-1948 period. Further, the Minister does not appear 
to take seriously the common or multilateral school, which is the only 
democratic solution to the problem of equality of opport11nity i11 secondary 
education. 
County Colleges 
Mr. Hardman went out of his way to correct a '' widespread belief 
that the County Colleges are due to open on April 1, 1950." He considered 
that it would be '' irresponsible " at prese~t to fix the date on which 
further education to 18 would be compulsory. It is in the light of these 
statements that we must view the Minister4 s intention to " press on " with 
County Colleges after 1949. 
From the foregoing analysis it will be seen that the official attitude 
to Teachers' Training is a reflection of more fundamental weaknesses in 
social policy. 
Public opinion must demand that the present generation of children 
is not deprived of educational rights by the tardiness of the Government in 
implementing the provisions of the Act. * 
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FIG HT AGAINST FASCISM 
Statement issued by the Communist Party on the Sixth Anniversary of the 
Second World War: -
SEPTEMBER 3, 1946. 
The atmosphere surrounding this sixth anniversary of the outbreak of 
the Second World War inevitably raises painful and tragic thoughts i11 
the minds of the people. That war, which could have been avoided if the 
Government of the day had been willing to unite with progressive nation~ 
while there was yet time to stem the tide of fascism, as the evidence of 
the Nuremberg Trials so abundantly proves, was won by the unparalleled 
fighting spirit and capacity for sacrifice of the common peoples. Their 
victory not only marked the military defeat of nazism and fascism, it made 
possible also the growth of great new Socialist and democratic forces in 
Europe, and led to the development of the mighty national liberation 
movement among the oppressed colonial peoples. 
Today, the legitimate hopes and dreams of a victorious people are in 
danger. Peace is in jeopardy. Reaction again raises its head, and this 
time its instrument is imperialist America. It is greatly helped by the 
foreign and colonial policy of the Labour Government. 
In continuing the imperialist policy of the Tory Party, especially :n 
relation to Spain and ·Greece, and by its growing hostility to the Soviet 
Union, the Labour Government has added grist to the mill ·of every 
reactio11ary power in the world. 
At the Paris Conference, only the Soviet .Union is loyal to the agree-
ments made during the war by the Allied Powers and to the decisions 
of the Foreign Ministers' Conferences. The Soviet Union is fighting for 
a policy of unity of those Powers upon whom finally the peace of the 
world depends. · 
We recall today all the vows made of " no more war " during those 
heart-searing times of the war, when, through air-aids, flying bombs, 
rockets and great land and sea and air battles, so many of the best and 
finest of our nation were killed and injured. 
Let us not forget also that but for the seven million dead, the 15 
million homeless Russians, their thousands ·of devastated .towns and 
villages and · their immeasurable agony in the common cause, our own 
sufferings would have been more terrible. 
T~ese are memories which should spur us all to act while there is 
yet time. 
Workers! Peo pie of Britain! 
. Use your strength and power to insist that the Labour Government 
111akes a decisive break with an imperialist foreign policy. 
That it breaks off relations with Franco Spain and Royalist Greece. 
Grants th·e colonial peoples their independence, and withdraws troops from 
India, Burn1a, Malaya, Indonesia, Persia, Palestine, Egypt and Greece. 
Adopts a policy of real friendship, peace and econo1nic co-operation 
lvith the great Soviet Union and all the new democratic states of Europe. 
In this way, we shall help the people of the United States to fig.ht 
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against the aggressive policy of the Truman administratio11. By its threat 
of the atom bomb, its seizure o.f air bases everywhere, its provocativ·e 
ultimatums to Yugoslavia, and its ostentatious disp~ays of naval power 
in the Mediterranean ; by its military forces in China, as well as its direct 
·interference in the peaceful trading relations between Sweden and the 
Soviet Union, America is seeki11g to obtain that domination of the world 
w:hich Hitler was prevented from achieving. 
Prevent our country being dragged in the wake of America in times 
of economic crisis, involving mass unemployment for the workers of 
Britain, competition in a fierce struggle for world markets, and dealing 
a deadly blow to all ot1r hopes of higher wages, jobs, social security and 
peace. 
Raise your \1oices i1ow ! Re.member you ha\re the· po"rer to change 
the present disastrous policy of the Labour Government. Fight for the 
Britain you voted to win at tl1e General Election. A Britain which standls 
for peace, jobs and homes for its people, and friendship vvith the Socialist 
Soviet Union and all the progressive peoples of the world. 
THE HOUSING CRISIS 
The f ollowi11g statement has been issued by the Executive Co·mmittee of . 
the Co·n1mu11ist Party:- · 
I 
SEPTEMBER 18, 1946. 
The Communist Party welcomes tihe action of workers all over Britain 
who have been forced by their appalling h·ousing co11ditions and Govern-
ment negligence to take over empty camps, houses, hotels ai1d luxury flats, 
so that their immediate neccessities might be relie,red while ne\v houses 
are being built. 
Already, as a res11lt of these actions, local · authoiities are now 
speeding-up their own pla11s for housing their citjzens. 
The Communist Part)r e11ters its emphatic protest against the soulless 
a.nd degrading circular issued by. the Minister of Health to local authorities 
expressly requesting them to refuse essential services to the families in 
occupied premises, to cut them off where they are available, and to take 
steps to secure immediate eviction. .. 
It urges the workers il1 industry, trade unions, and all local Labour 
and progressive organisations to make their full power felt in demanding : 
l. The immediate supply of light, heat, gas and powe-r to all occupied 
• premises. 
2. Local authorities to take over immediately all premises in their 
area~ suitable for relieving the ·housing shortage, and for the Govern-
ment to override local . authorities who may refuse to take .such 
measures. 
3. No evictions of any families at present in occupied premises. 
4. The Government to state the number of empty hotels, flats, houses, 
camps and public buildings suitable for temporary accommodation 
and what they propos-e ·to . do with this. . 
5. \Vithdrawal of all " 'rits· and warrants against those in occupied 
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premises, a11d those people. who have fulfilled their civic duties by 
assisting the workers to ·obtain this accommodation. 
~ 
The health and welfare of the people must come before the interests 
of the rent racketeers, gamblers in property, and tihe rich who want only 
luxury accommodation. 
The Communist Party calls on the Government to take emergency 
measures for the speeding-up of its housing programme, it demands the 
setting-up of a Ministry of Housing, the large-scale factory production· of 
housing parts and fittings, vigorous measures against the menacing Black 
~farket, and the concentration of building trade labo·ur on essential work. 
It also urges all members of the Communist Party in every section 
·of the building industry to set the example in carrying through and 
speeding the overall :housing programme of the Government. 
HOUSING-EMERGENCY PROGRAMME 
The following statement has been sent to Mr. Aneuran Bevan, Minister 
of Health:-
SEPTE~IBER 28, 1946. 
In order to· break the llottleneck which is delaying the building of 
new houses, the Communist Party urges that a great concentrated effort 
should now be made for the carrying through ·Of an Autumn emergency 
programme, and it · puts the following proposals before the Government, 
the building trade unions and the public:-
1. Clean up the Black Market by a stringe11t control of licences, and 
the sending of the .worst offenders to . prison. 
2. Add immediately 100,000 workers to the building of new houses 
by the reduction of t1he numbers employed on repairs and other forms -
of building. Increase the size of the labour force . 
. 
3. Speed-up the production of factory-made houses and set a target 
of 100,000 in the next six months under a scheme of Government bulk 
purchase. · 
4. Government control and wholesaling of building materials, parts 
and fittings and speeding-up of ·. production by using Government 
factories for this purpose. 
5. Requisition all empty properties on behalf of the homeless and 
overcrowded. 
At . the same time, the Communist Party draws attention to the 
i~portance of co-ordinating the work of the Government departments· 
concerned with housing (preferably through the setting-up of a Ministry 
of Housing)- and the necessity of speeding-up the housing work of the 
local authorities. 
It urges the fixing of a national target which should ser\re as a guide 
to the local authorities. 
. The Communist Party also declares· its support for the demands of 
the Jjuilding trade unions for improved wages and conditions, and calls 
for the strengthening of t~e joint prod:ttction machine.ry .. 
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THE LOCAL ELECTIONS 
OCTOBER 19" 1946. 
More than 300 Communist candidates will contest the municipal 
elections in November. Announcing this, a Communist Party statement 
says : 
. Provided with wide and sweeping powers, many Tory and Labour 
Councils have avoided using them, thus, as for example in housing, forc-
ing the people . to take matters into their own hands. 
Councils in many parts of the country, faced with increased financial 
problems, have attempted to seek a way out by penalising the working 
class. The steady increase of rents for tenants of Council · houses ; the 
closing of British Restaurants ; the determined attempts to · increase the 
rents of the bombed-out living in requisitioned premises ; the failure to 
check black-market building with its consequent effect on working-class 
housing-all this is penalising the working class in the interests of the rich. 
The Communist Party emphatically rejects these attempts to penalise 
the poor. 
Because of the pressing need for the rapid establishment of all the 
new services to be administered by the Local Authorities, as well as the 
urgency of improving the already established services, . in areas where the 
Communist Party has adequate support, it will put forward its own candi-
dates should agreement with the Labour Party on joint candidates be 
impossible. 
Housing 
The Communists will fight for the immediate carrying through of their 
Housing plans, and will see that the Local Authorities use all their powers 
to erect speedily the maximum number of houses for the people. They 
demand that all empty houses be requisitioned and rendered suitable for 
occupation, and the rights of those men and women forced to occupy 
camps and other empty properties established. They will demand that all 
the powers granted to Local Authorities be used without hesitation against 
reactionary local interests. Particularly will the Communists press for swift 
action against black market building, and for a close scrutiny of a'll 
licences granted to private builders. Communists will also fight for the 
large-scale production of permanent prefabricated houses. 
Education 
Communists will also press for the repair of schools before luxury 
buildi;ngs. They will press for the speedy carrying out of the Education 
Act, and as emergency measures, utilising big empty houses and prefabri-
cated huts to make up for the shortage of school buildings, and help 
reduce the size of classes. Especially will they demand that all school 
children be provided free with a mid-day dinner eaten in pleasant surround-
ings under proper supervision. 
Health 
The new National Health Services Act is a big and welcome step 
forward, and Communists will urge that its provisions be carried through 
to their fullest extent, especially those dealing with clinics, children's welfare 
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and maternity hospitals. They will demand that Health Centres be set up 
or planned in large housing estates with efficient transport organised, so 
that mothers and children can travel in the least discomfort. They will 
press for the opening of more Day nurseries and for a proper system of 
Home Help to be organised, especially in maternity cases or where the 
mother is away in hospital. Communist Councillors will also fight to 
humanise the hospitals, and press for a satisfactory system of Medical 
Services for the schools. 
I 
Local Govern'inent Reform 
Many of the proposals of tµe Communist Party can only be carried 
through as a result of nation-wide activity. Especially is this the case for 
the urgently necessary reform of Local Government and for the solving 
of the financial burdens which are rapidly crippling the initiative of local 
authorities. The Communist Party welcomes the step forward in reducing 
the rate of interest on Housing Loans and will press to bring down to 
:'! per cent all Local Government loans, past, present and mture. By thus 
reducing the huge burden of interest on past housing loans, the Govern-
ment will ·be giving great help to those authorities who are fighting to keep 
down the rents of working-class houses. The Communist Party will also 
fight for its plan of local finance, and will press for placing the burden 
of rates on the wealthy. The Communist Party will fight for taxation on 
site values and the early nationalisation of the land. 
Payment of Councillors 
A further welcome step by the Government is the setting up of a 
Commission on the payment of Councillors. The Communist Party has 
long fought for this and will go on doing so until Councillors receive pay-
me·nt for their work, so that working men and women who cannot afford 
the loss of wages incurred while attending Council meetings at present, 
will be able to stand in the elections. 
These are some of the issues on which Communist candidates will 
contest the coming municipal elections. They face the prospect with con-
fidence, not only because of their programme and their past work in the 
service of the worki11g class; they are confident because the magnificent 
work of the Communists already on the Councils throughout the country 
will have shown the working ·class how Communists fight and carry through 
their election pledges. 
DEMOBILISATION AND CONSCRIPTION 
November 19, 1946 
The Communist Party protests against the Government's action in 
slowing down demobilisation, violating the promises given to men who 
have already served for several years, and to their families. 
The maintenance of armed forces of 1 ~ millions, 18 months after the 
end of the war, is not justified by any purpose for which the war was 
fought. On the contrary, apart from the forces of occupation in enemy 
countries, British troops are being kept in countries ·Of the Far East 
and Middle East to promote imperialist interests against the peoples. 
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-British troops in Greece are keeping alive the Royalist, fascist dictatorship 
in direct violation of our war aims. 
The breaking of pledges on demobilisation, and the policy of maintain-
ing large armed forces, is a consequence of the Government's foreign 
policy, with .its dependence on the atom bomb and dollar diplomacy of 
the United States and hostility to the Soviet Union and t·he new 
democracies in Eur9pe. So lo·ng as this policy is followed, large armed 
forces will be kept, the relations between Britain and the peoples striving 
for liberty and democracy will be made worse, and the shortage of man-
power at home will delay the production that is so urgently needed. At 
the same time, the very heavy financial burden involved will keep t(:lxation 
high and endanger the social pr,ogramme. · 
The Communist Party, therefore, demands a change in foreign policy, 
the withdrawal of British tr,oops from countries where they have· no 
business to be, the speeding-up of demobilisation, and full suppo-rt for 
the disarmament proposals put forward by the Soviet Union. 
For any forces whose purpose is the fulfilment of Britain's obligations 
to the United Nations, the Communist Party considers compulsory military 
service to be the most democratic method ·of recruiting. This must be 
accompanied by the complete overhaul of the Army Act and King's Regu-
lations, full political rights, and other measures to make the arn1ed forces 
an instrument of a democratic people. 
The immediate and urgent question, however, is not conscription or 
voluntary service, but a change in the ·Government's foreign policy, which 
will make our present large armed forces superfluous, speed-up demobilisa-
tion and help to overcome the shortage of man-power in production. 
' 
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-18. INCOME AND. EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 
FROM 1st JANUARY, \1945 TO 30th SEPTEMBER, 1946 
. . 
Balance brought forward 
Membership-
INCOME 
. . 
Cards and Dues Stamps .. 
Less Tran sf erred to Election Fund 
Contributions to General Fund-
Weekly Quotas to Centre Taised by 
Districts and Branches by regular 
. . 
£21;359 6 9 
3,049 7 5 
guarantees . . . . · . . . . £19, 605 ll 1 
Donations . . . . . . . . 9,284 18 6 
£ ' s. d. 
4,249 11 6 
18,309 19 4 
"' Sale . of Literature, Campaign & Organisation 
28,890 9 7 
Material 16,350 14 9 
Bank Interest and other Sundry Receipts 
Congress-1945 , 
Excess of Receipts over Payments .. 
... 
. 
I 
. . . . 550 19 2 
. . . . 114 11 4 
• 
£68,466 5 8 
EXPENDITURE 
Central Office Expenses-
Ren t, Rates, Gas an,i Electricity 
Furniture, Equipment and Repairs 
Stationery . . . . . . . ,. 
~Postages, Telegra1ns, Cables .. 
£2,735 6 1 
480 11 0 
1,535 17 8 
2,911 14, 3 . 
Wages . . . . . . . . _ .. 
Library, Newspapers and l~efere11ce 
22,940 4 10 
I 
J\tia terial .. · . . . . . . 1,724 17 2 
Committee Expenses-
Execu tive Committee Fares and Ex1)e11ses, 
other National Com1ni ttee Expenses · .. 
Subscriptions and Donations .. 
Printing-:-
Li tera ture, Pamphlets and Organising Material 
Propaganda Campai·gns- , 
Political Letters, Leaflets, Publicity, etc. . . 
and 
• • 
• • 
. . 
Education- . . 
Hire of Halls ancl Roon1s; Fares, ancl Expenses of 
Schools . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Press Office-
Subscriptions to Agencies, Blocks; etc. . . 
Travell'ing and other Depart1mental Charges 
Balance, carried forward . . . . . . . . . . 
£ s. d. 
32,328 11 0 
2,792 10 8 
40 0 0 
21,090 15 G 
2,523 0 8 
1,474 17 9 
. 
183 5·1 
5,257 16 2 
2,775 8 10 
£68,466 5 8 
We have examined the above Income and Expenditure Account with the bool~s and vouchers ancl. certify ~ that it is correct. 
DECEMBER 2, 1946. 
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